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i, I. SUMMARY
During the Plug ClusterModule DemonstrationProgram,the low pres-
sure, film cooled oxygen-hydrogenrocket engine design conceptdeveloped
during two previousALRC programs,the APS and ITA programsdescribedin
References1 and 2, was reevaluatedfor applicationas a module for a plug
I " clusterengine which is capable of performingSpace ShuttleOTV missioJs.
< The performanceof the plug cluster engine was evaluatedin a parallel
! study program (ContractNAS 3-20109). For the plug clusterapplication,
i the nominalengine mixture ratio was increasedfrom 4.0 to 5.5 and the
engine cycle life requirementwas reduced from 50,000 to 1200 cycles. The
• total requiredengine life was consideredto be IO hours.
i The programwas designedso that it was not necessaryto fabricate
! new test components. The injector,igniter,and film cooled chamber
testedwere all residualfrom previousALRC and NASA Lewis programs.
There were basicallythree phases of this program: (1) pretest
analysisand test system preparation,(2) testing,and (3) post-test
analysis. During the pretestanalysis,a preliminaryevaluationof the
i APS/ITA engine conceptfor the plug cluster applicationwas obtainedand
the testingconditionswere finalized. The pretest analysis includedper-
formance,structuraland thermal analyses. This pretestevaluationindi-
• cated that operationof an APS/ITA type engine at O/F = 5.5 was feasible
and that a specificimpulse performanceof about 430 secondslcould be
obtained.
During the initialtests, performanceverificationtests were per-
formed in which steady state wall temperatureand performancemeasurements
were obtainedover a range of film cooling flowrates. The extrapolated
performancevs film coolant flow characteristicwas about the same as
expected. Some "streaking"occurred in these tests as a result of film
coolant sleeve damage which had occurredduring the 16,310 previoustest
firings conductedwith the thrust chamber that was tested. Disregardingthese
streaks, it was found that the chamber wall temperaturesat the film cooling
rates of interest(m20% of the total fuel) were lower than predicted.
I Test conditionsfor the life verificationtest series were chosen
I using the data from the initialperformanceverificationtests. Subse-
quently a life verification/testseries was conductedin which the dura-
l bility of the APS/ITA design concept was proven by firing the test enginei' 1220 times. Each firing consistedof thermalstra n cycle of the throat
- region. The 40/I extrapolatedperformancelevel for these tests ranged
!_ from 430-432seconds. It was necessaryto increasefilm coolant flow and
'i
, All specificimpulseperformancevalues stated in this Section are based
!"_ on a 4O/l area ratio nozzle and ambient temperatureoxygen-hydrogen '
_t propellants.
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reduce firing durationduring the life verificationtests because the pre-
vlouslydamaged areas of the film coolant sleeve deterioratedfurther.
However,this did not detract from the chamberdurabilitydemonstration.
During post-testanalyses,the performanceand film cooling heat
transferdata were correlatedand revised predictionswere made based on : ,
these correlations• A slightlymodified versionof the ITA engine design
was found to be suitablefor plug cluster module applicationsand is 1
recommended The requireddesign modificationsconsistof incorporating
the APS injectionsleeve design and increasingthe chamber wall thickness.
This modifieddesign is predictedto satisfy the desired engine life
requirements(1200 firings,lO hr total engine life) and operate at a
specificimpulse performanceof 436 seconds•
It was found that no injecto_redesign is requiredfor the ITA
injectoroperatingat 5.5 mixture ratio with ambient temperature(30O°K) ) Ci
propellants. The film cooled chamberwall temperaturedata was correlated
in terms of the entrainmentfilm coolingmodel describedin Reference3.
The ratio of film coolant and core gas mass velocitiesprovided a good
correlationof the entrainmentfractionscalculatedfrom the wall tempera-
ture data. A velocityratio correlationwas also adequate for the subsonic
region. Coregas accelerationwas found to decreaseentrainmentmore than
expected.
II. INTRODUCTION ;
The purpose of the Plug Cluster Module DemonstrationProgramwas / '_
to evaluatethe feasibilityof using a small H2-02 thrusteras a module
for an advanced high performancespace engine such as an orbit transfer
vehicle (OTV)engine• The particularadvancedengine concept being con-
sidered consistsof small low pressureengines clusteredaround the outer _i
diameter or base of a plug nozzle. This engine design approachoffers more
flexibilitythan an annular throat thrust chamber, and it also presents
the opportunityto use small thrustersas buildingblocks for low cost
advancedengines.
The film-cooledAuxiliaryPropulsionSystemThruster developed
under NAS 3-14354 (APS program,Ref. l) and carried to an Integrated
Thruster Assemblyunder NAS 3-15850 (ITA program, Ref. 2) has three _is- "_
tinct advantagesfor clusteredplug engine applications: (1) performance .
and life have been demonstratedin flightweight hardware, (2) the thin,
film cooledwall at the throat is relativelycompliantto thermal strain,
and (3) the engine operateswlth high perforn_nceat low chamber pressure. , :
As a resultof these advantages,the clusteredITA engine design approach
offers an attractivealternativeto a high pressureconventionalengine and
could result in a low cost low risk advancedspace engine. '
I I _
:Z
2
)
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II, Introduction(cont.)
• The ITA thrusteris shown in FigureI. It was developedto operate
primarilyat a 4.0 02/H2mixtureratio (O/F). HigherO/F values,in thp
rangeof 5-6, are requiredfor an OTV main engineand thisposesa poten_
• tialdesignproblemfor a hydrogenfilmcooledenginesinceless fuel ._
availablefor cooling. For the OTV application,the highO/F cooling
problemis alleviatedby the significantlylowerenginelife requirement.
The cycliclifeof an OTV mainengineis 1200 cyclescenparedto the
50,000cycle lifeof the ITA thruster.
The specificobjectivesof this programwere: (1) to re-evaluate
the originalITA designconceptof a low pressure,hydrogenfilm cooled
thrusterfor operationat a mixtureratioof 5.5,and (2) to determine
the maximumvacuumspecificimpulsethatcan be o_tainedconsistentwith
an enginelifeof 1200 cycles.
The programconsistedof 4 technicaltasks: Task I - Assessmentof
ModuleFeasibility,Task II - Preparationfor Testing,Task Ill - Experi-
mentalTestProgram,and Task IV - ExperimentalAssessmentof Module
Feasibility.The work accomplishedduringthese tasksconsistsof:
(l) a pro-testanalyticalassessmentof the thrustercycle lifeand per-
fos_nancecharacteristicsat the revisedoperatingcondition,(2) prepara-
tionof a testsystem,(3) eight performanceverificationtestfirings
with fuel filmcoolantflow percentagesrangingfrom35% to 18%, (4) 1220
lifeverificationtest firingsat a nominalperformancelevelnf 430-432
sec (basedon ambienttemperaturepropellantsand 40/I nozzleara ratio),
and (5)a post-testanalyticalre-assessmentof the thrusterbasedon the
experimentalresultswhich were obtained.
The thrustchamberassemblytestedwas residualfrom the Referencel
program, All testswere performedwith sea levelbackpressureand a
4.43/Iarearatio truncatednozzle.
Ill. TESTAPPARATUS
A. THRUSTCHAMBERASSEMBLY
The testassemblyconsistedof the followingcomponents:
" I_l Aregen/filmcooled thrustchamber,a 72 elementpremix ype injector,
(3) an 02/H2spark igniterassembly,and
(4) an injector/chamberadapter
A post-testphotographof thesecomponentsis shownas Figure2.J
3
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! il III,A, ThrustChamberAssembly(cont.)
i'l
1 I. ThrustChamber
The regen/filmcooledthrustchamberwas designedand
fabricatedon the ReferenceI Program. This unit is designatedP/I,1160334,
S/N 2, and was providedby the NASA-LewisResearchCenterat the onsetof
the program. The nozzlehad beentruncatedto an area ratioof 4.43/I
(originaIwa 40/Inozzle). The measuredthroatdiameteris 4.841 cm
and the measuredexitdiameteris lO.19Ocm. Priorto testingon thispro-
gram,thermocoupleswere installedon the backsideof the chamberwall
as shownon Figure3. Coldflow testswith waterand gaseousnitrogen
were performedon boththe regenerativelycooledcircuitand the film
coolantsleevepriorto the tes" firings. The water flowtestsshowed
thatnoneof the coolingpassageswere pluggedand the nitrogenflowtests
yieldedAP measurementsconsistentwith resultsobtainedon th_ samechamber
in 1971beforeit was test fired. The AP dataare shownon Figure4.
Thischamberhad heen fired16,310timesduringtest pro-
gramsat ALRC and NASA-LeRCprior to thisprogram. The filmcoolantinjec-
tionsleevewas damagedduringthisprevioustestingand thiscaused
"streaking"to occuron the filmcoolednozzle. At the onsetof testing
on thisprogram,the damageconsistedof: (l)6 smalllongitudinalcracks
at the tip of the copperinjectionsleeve,(2)a slight"pullingaway"of
the sleevefromthe chamberwall in the areawhere the cracksexist,(3) corro-
sionof the sleeveupstreamof the injectionpointand (4) severalcircumfer- ,'
entialcracksin the downstrea,,:lalfo the injectionsleeve. A pre-test l
photographof the damagedarea is shownon Figure5.
2. PremixIn_ector
The "ModifiedI" premixinjectorused (P/Nll61401, 1
k
S/N 6) was alsoresidualfromthe Referencel Program. DuringAPS related
testino thisinjectorwas fired3685 times,aft=rwhich a new injector
facewas installed. It was subsequentlyfired29 timesduringthe
CombustionEffectson FilmCoolingTest Program(Ref.3).
Coldflowtestsof this injectorwere performedwith
gaseousnitrogenpriorto the testfiringsto insurethat the unitwas in
satisfactoryoperatingcondition, The testswere performedby flowing
gaseousN2 throughthe oxidizerand fuel circuits. The oxidizerand
fuelcircuitswere flowedseparatelyand the flowfromeach elementin the -
outerrow was measuredusinga plastictube/rotameterassembly.
The testflowrateswere chosenso that the oxygenand ,'
hydrogen_ch numbersweresimulatedfor operatingconditionsof 300 psia
chamberpressureand injectormixtureratios(O/F)of 4 and 7. The O/F = 4
cold flowtestduplicateda pre-firecold flowtestperformedon this
6
I
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III, A, Thrust Chamber Assembly (cont.)
injector during the Reference 3 program. The core O/F = 7 test represented
a typical test condition for the Plug Module program (O/F = 5.5, 21.4% FFC),
Mixture ratios calculated for the outer element row from
the cold flow data are plotted on Figure 6. These data indicated that
the mixture ratio in the individual elements were within + 7% of the
nominal values which is consistent with the Reference 3 cold flow results.
It was concluded that the injector was in satisfactory operating condit!on.
3. 02/H2 Spark Igniter
The spark igniter assembly used was previously utilized
during the Combustion Effects Program and the Gas 02-Gas H2 Combustion
Program (Reference 4).
4. Adapter
The injector-chamberadapter, P/N I161420, is residual
from Contract NAS 3-14354 and was supplied by NASA-Lewis. This adapter
is necessary when assembling the APS injector with a film cooled APS
chamber.
B. TEST SYSTEM
All tests were conducted in Bay 6 of the ALRC Research Physics
Laboratory. A sea-level type test facility was used to conduct an experi-
mental evaluation of the film cooled thruster. The test facility contained
a thrust staw_d,a sequencer, gaseous hydrogen feed system and gaseous
oxygen feed system. The engine was mounted horizontally a'_shown on
Figure 7. The test facility is shown schematically in Figure 8.
The force measuring system consisted of a thrust carriage, on
which the test engine and propellant feed lines are secured, a force
measuring transducer, and a hydraulic calibration system. The thrust
carriage assembly was supported in a plane normal to the thrust axis by
flexure plates which produce a parallelogram type support structure.
Force in the thrust axis was transmitted through the carriage assembly
to two strain gage load cells. Thrust axis bias was measured before
each performance verification test with a standard cell which is
hydraulic actuated against the carriage assembly. During the performance
verification tests, the n_asured thrust bias factors ranged from 2.05 to
2.79%. For each individual test, the thruat bias of the two strain gage
load cells always agreed within .03%.
lO
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Ill, B, Test System (cont.)
The gaseous hydrogenand gaseous oxygen feed systems con-
il sistedof a 60,000 SCF propellantstorage trailer,accumulator,pressureregulator,flowmetersection,and thrust chamber valve. The accumulators
were locatedadjacentto the thrust stand and containedsufficientquantities
i of propellantfor approximately15 seconds continuoustest duration. Pro-
pellant flow to the engine was measured and controlledby sonic venturis
locatedbetween the pressure regulatorsand thrust chamber valves. The
thrust chamber valves were hydraulicallyactua edfast-responsevalves.
F
_I During the 8 performanceverificationtests, the following
parameterswere measured: thrust,propellantflow rates, propellanttempera-
•i tures, chamberwall temperatures,system pressures,and accelerometer
i output. All of these data except thrust and accelerometeroutputwerealso recordedduring the life "erificatio tests.
I IV. PRE-TESTANALYSES
The pre-testanalyseswere performedto provide a preliminaryassess-
ment of the thrust chamberperformanceand cycle life characteristics. These
analysesprovided the basis for establishingtesting conditionsfor theperformance erificationand life verificationtests.
"_J A. PRE-TESTHEAT TRANSFERANALYSIS
|
pre-test analysiswas performedfor dump-
The heat transfer the
regen and film cooled regions of the APS nd ITA thrust chamber designs.
I These designsare shown on Figures9 and IO. The analyticalmodeling of
each thrust chamberwas done using the HOCOOL computer program prepared
for NASA-Lewisby ALRC on a previousprogram (Ref. 3). Pertinentdesign
details for the APS and ITA chamberdesigns are listed on Table I. The
pre-testheat transferanalysisdetails are given in AppendixB.
The heat transferanalysisconsistedof three distinct steps:
(1) settingup an analyticalmodel using the HOCOOL computerprogram,
(2) correlatingthe model with APS and ITA test data, and (3) generating
the pre-testpredictions. The predictionsconsistedof injectionsleeve
wall temperature,adiabaticwall temperaturein the film cooled chamber,
nozzle wall temperature,and performanceloss due to film cooling effects.
Three basic cases were analyzed and they are summarizedin the following
tabulation. A 5.5 overall 02/H2 mixture ratio and 300 psia chamber pressure
, were assumed for all three cases.
14
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TABLE I
DESIGN DATA FOR THE DUMP-FILMCOOLED REGION
APS Chamber ITA Chamber
Number of InjectionChannels 120. 160
Channel Size at InjectionPoint, cm .10 x .10 .076 x .076
Total Flow Area at InjectionPoint, cm2 1.24 .93
Land Width at InjectionPoint, cm .069 .053
Lip Thicknessat InjectionPoint, cm .064 .044
ChannelWidth Within Sleeve,cm .10, Const. .076,Const.
Channel Depth Within Sleeve,cm .I0, Const. .I0 - .076
(TapersDye."1.9cm length)
Sleeve Material OFHC Cu Zr-Cu
Sleeve Gas-SideWall Thickness,cm .10 - 0.64 .10 - 0.44
(Downstreamof Inlet Region)
Film Coolant Circuit Separate from Parallelwith
Regen Circuit Regen Circuit
Film Cooled Chamber Material Haynes 188 Haynes 188
Film Cooled Chamber Wall Thickness,cm .127/.102 .081/.071
I I
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1 IV, A, Pre-TestHeat TransferAnalysis (cont.)
!
H2 Inlet 02 Inlet
Case Chamber Temperature Temperature Percent FFC
w
1 APS 294°K 294°K 10,15,20,25,30
2 ITA 294°K 294°K I0,15,20,25,30
3 ITA 138°K 208°K 10,15,20,25,30
I. Dump Cooled InjectionSleeve
The dump cooled sleeve is defined as the thrust chamber
regionwhich is convectivelycooled by the film coolant before it is injec-
ted onto the chamber wall (see Figures9 and 10). In this region, the hydro-
gen flows in rectangularcoolant slots which have been machi,_edinto a copper
liner. The copper liner is brazed to the ID of a Haynes 188 outer shell.
Wall temperaturescalculatedfor the tip of the coolant
injectionsleeve are plotted as a functionof the fuel film cooling percentage
on Figure 11. Axial wall temperaturedistributionsfor the ITA _;;_.iberdesign
are shown on F,gure 12. The injectionsleevewall temperaturedecreaseswith
increasing% FFC and increasesalong the lengthof the cooling channel.
Sleeve temperatureis a potentialoperatinglimit for high performancedesigns
where low film cooling flow rates and injectionpoints close to the throat are .:
desired.
2. Film Cooled Chamber I
Axial profilesof the adiabaticwall temperaLCre,Taw,
calculatedfor the three cases cohsideredare shown on Figure 13. The pre-
dictionsfor the APS and ITA chamber are differentbecause the Referencel and
2 wall temperaturedata show that the ITA coolant injectionsleeve design
promotedmixing of the film coolant and core gases upstreamof the throat.
This is discussedfurther in AppendixB. In the svosonic and throat regions,
the steady state chamberwall temperatureis appro)imatelyequal to the
adiabaticwail temperature, However, thern_lradiationeffectscause the
nozzle wall temperatureto be significantlyless than Tdw, An estimateof the
radiationeffects for the APS and ITA chamberswas made and the ITA results
are shown on Figure 14. The predictionsobtained for the _diabatictempera-
ture at the throatand the nozzle exit are shown on Figure 15. The throat
wall temperatureand the maximum nozzle temperatureboth increasewith
decreasedfilm cooling flow rate. The throat temperatureis most critical
at low film coolant flow rates (_,I0_)but the maximum wall temperatureexists
in the nozzle at the higher coolant fluws {.15_). The throat temperatureand
nozzle temperaturerepresentoperating limits for a high perforriBncedesign.
!I B. PRE-TESTPERFORMANCEANALYSIS
The delivere,Jperformanceof the test engine ogeratingat O/F =
5.5 and for a range of film cooling flow rates was estimatedhrior to the
.. IR
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IV, B, Pre-Test PerformanceAnalysis (cont.)
start of testing. The estimateswere based on the data of Referencesl
and 2 and the film-cooling-performanceloss predictionsobtainedduring the
course of the pretest heat transferanalysis.
The performancewas calculatedby subtractinglosses due to
kinetics (KL),nozzle divergence(DL), boundarylayer effects (BLL),
imperfectenergy release (ERL),and film cooling (FCL) from the theoretical
ODE performanceat the overall oxygen/hydrogenmixture ratio of 5.5. The
pretestperformanceanalysisdetails are given in AppendixC. Predicted
effects of film coolant flow rate and temperatureon performanceare shown
on Figures 16 and 17.
The injectorutilizedon this program is the Modified I Premix-
Triplet type design developedon the ReferenceI and 2 programs. The
operationof a typicalModified I injectorelf._nentis shewn schematically
on Figure 18. The oxidizer flows axially as in a co-axialelement design
but the fuel is injectedradially inward so as to promotemixing but yet
provideadequate face coolingand chamberwall heat transfercharacter-
istics. The performanceof the Modified I design was experimentallyevaluated
in both the APS and ITA programs.
C. PRE-TESTSTRUCTURESANALYSIS
The pre-testst_'ucturesanalysisconsistedof determining
cycle life for the nozzle throat,creep limit for the throat region, and
creep limit fcr the nozzle region. The analysiswas performedby applying
the analyticaltechniquesreportedin Reference2 to the ITA and APS I
thrust chamberdesigns.
i
I. Cycle Life Limits
\A review of the previouscycle life analysesperformed
for the APS chamber (Table IV-3, Ref. l) and the ITA chamber (Table XVI,
Ref. 2) indicatedthat the most critical locationfor cycle life is the
nozzle throat.
In eval!_atingthroat cyclic life, thermal stresseswere
determinedfrom Equation7.32 of References5 which is for the case of
thermal shock in a ductile flat plate. For low values of Biot number,
the followingrelationshipis obtained:
Ec:(Taw- To)
oT = 3.251 (I) ,(l-v)[1.so+
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{IV, C, Pre-Test StructuresAnalysis (cont.)
where:
OT = Thermal stress
Taw = Recovery or adiabatic wall temperature
E = Modulus of elasticity at Taw
= Coefficient of expansion at Taw
To = Initial wall temperature
v = Poisson's ratio
ht w
= Blots Number= T
h = heat transfercoefficient
k = Thermal conductivity
tw = Wall thickness
In order to allow comparisonsbetween the calculated
stressesand the availablefatiguelife informationfor Haynes 188, it
was necessaryto define an equivalentalternatingstress. This was done
using a modified Goodmandiagram (Ref. 6) as illustratedon Figure Ig.
- aa -I _a )
°eq a (2)m _- am Ftu
l " u
where:
aeq : Equivalent alternating stress with om = O,
oa = Alternating stress component = I/2 (_T " o ) at theinner wall (critical location) press
am : Mean stress = oa for thermal cycle loading,
apres s : Stress due to internal pressure loads,
Ftu : Ultimate tensile strengh,
The equivalent total strain range was calculated from
the following equation:
2tI
At-.T - _-_ . (3)
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IV, C, Pre-TestStructuresAnalysis (cont.)
For operationat Pc = 20.4 atm, oPress = 48.3 MN/m2
(I000 psi) at the throat for the ITA design (see Figure 32 of Ref. 7).
Values of cycle life correspondingto _ne calculated total
strainswere obtainedusing Figure 49 of Reference2 which is derived from
the NASA-MansonUniversalSlopes Equation (Ref. 8):
A_T - E + n I00 - RA Nf" (4)
where:
Nf = FatigueLife, cycles,
RA = Area Reduction,%.
The throat cycle life resultsare summarizedon Figure 20 and Table II.
Cycle life decreasesvery sharplywith increasedadiabatic
"I wall temperature,consequentlythe film coolant flow rate must be chosen
very carefully. At a given temperat,Jre,the ITA cycle life is greater than
the APS life because the ITA wall thicknessis smaller (see Table I).
However, the ITA engine requiresmore film ce_lant for a given wall tempera-
ture as discussedin Section IV.A.2.
2. Creep LI,,,;L_
Creep limitswere evaluated using the o.ta for Haynes
188 plotted on Figure 21. Chamber wall stress levelswen evaluatedusing
Reference31 data for the ITA engine and by assumingthat tl,estress is
inverselyproportionalto the wall thicknessfor the AP$ engine.
The APS design has a thicker nozzle wall, consequentlythe
stress levels are lower and the allowablenozzle temperatureis somewhat
higher than for the ITA design as shown on Table II. However,the difference
is relativelysmall becauseof the rapid decrease in creep strengthat
temperaturesabove 2000°F. Figure 20 shows that the APS nozzle creep limits
correspondto a lower throatadiabaticwall temperature. This is becauseof
the differentsupersonicentrainmentfractionmodels used for the APS and
ITA designs (see AppendixB, Section II).
D. LIFE VS PERFORMANCEPREDICTIONS
Predictionsof the life vs performancecharacteristicsof the
APS and ITA designs for O/F = 5.5 operationwere obtained by combining the
resultsof all three pretest analyses (heat transfer,performance,struc- _
I
/
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Figure 20. Pretest Stress Analysis Results for the Film Cooled Chamber
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'I TABLEII
i PRETEST LIFE VS. PERFORMANCEANALYSIS RESULTSTHROAT CYCLE LIFE
!
T oF % FFC (1)
Design Nf, Cycles aw' Is, sec
ITA 1000 1420 (2100) 19.5 432.7
2500 1400 (2060) 20.0 432.0
20,000 1370 (2000) 20.5 431.0
70,000 1311 (1900) 21.5 429.9
1.4 x 106 1290 (1860) 22.0 429.1
APS 1200 1310 (1900) 18.5 433.5
u 12,000 1260 (1810) 19.0 432.8
36,000 1230 (1760) 19.5 432.1 _
.25 x 106 1180 (1660) 20.0 431.4
.8 x 106 1120 (1560) 21.0 430.0
1.7 x 106 1060 (1450) 22.0 428.4
CREEP LIMITS
(2) (I)
Total ,t
.|
Design Location Life, Hr Tmax,°K (OF) % FFC Is, sec j
ITA Throat 10 1260 (1810) 22.5 428.5 !i
Throat 5 1290 (1860) 22.0 429 _ '
Nozzle 10 1420 (2100) 23.5 427 _\_
Nozzle 5 1440 (2130) 23.0 427.5
APS Throat 10 1315 (1910) 18.5 433.5
Thv'oat 5 1345 (1960) 18.0 434
Nozzle 10 1455 (2160) 21.5 429
Nozzle 5 1480 (2200) 20.5 430.5
(I) - Vacuum performancewith 40/_ nozzle and ambient temperaturepropellants
I (estimatedto nearest 0.1 _ec. for analyticalpurposesonly)
(2) For I% Elongation
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IV, D, Life Vs PerformanceP,'edictions(cont.)
tures). Figure20 shows that the predictedperformancelimit for both
designsis due to nozzle creep. For the specifiedlife requirements(1200
thermalcycles and I0 hr total engine life),the predictedmaximum performance
valuesobtainedfrom Figures17 and 20 are 429 sec for the APS desien
"| (20.5% FFC) and 427 sec for the ITA design (23.5% FFC). The APS n_ximum
performanceis higherbecause it has a thickernozzle wall and becauseless
film coolantmixing occurs upstreamof the throat.
The life vs performancecharacteristicswere re-evaluatedin the
| post-testanalysisbased on the experimentalheat transferand performance
data. The pretestevaluationprovideda preliminaryindicationof per-
formancepotentialand was the basis for test planning. During the post-
test analysis,the APS injectionsleeve design was assumed because it is
evidentlya more efficientdesign. The film cooled chamberwall thickness
was consideredvariableinthepost-testwork.
V. TEST RESULTSAND DISCUSSIONOF RESULTS
Two types of tests were performedon this program: performanceveri-
ficationtests and life verificationtests. The 8 performanceverification
testswere generallylong duration firingsin which steady state performance
and thermaldata were obtained. The 1220 life verificationtests were of
relativelyshort durationfirings in which thermal steady statewas not
I achievedbut a full thermalstrain cycle of the chamber throatwas achieved.
l
A. PERFORMANCEVERIFICATIONTESTS
I
]. Test Objectives
The objectiveof the performanceverificationtests was to
experimentallydeterminethe effectsof fuel film cooling flow rate on
specificimpulseand thrust chamberwall temperaturewhen the film cooled
APS thrustchamberoperatesat 5.5 overall02/H2 mixture ratio and 300 psia
chamberpressure.
-I 2. TestingApproach
The overallapproachfor the performanceverificationtest
! seriesconsistedof startingat a relativelyhigh film coolantflow rate and
iI progressivelyreducingit. After each firil;g,the chamberwall temperature
I data were carefullyevaluatedbeforeproceedingto the next test. Thenominaltest durationwas lO seconds (steadystate Pc, no igniter oxidizer
, flow). However,the two tests at the lowest film coolant rates were conducted
at 2-3 seconddurationso as to prevent hardwaredamage by the hot streaks
producedby existingcracks in the film coolantsleeve. The 02/H2 propel-
lantswere stored at ambienttemperatureand were not temperatureconditioned
upstreamof the thrust chamberassembly.
34
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V, A, PerformanceVerificationTests (cont.)
The timingof engine flow parameterswas patternedafter
the NAS 3-17813 tests. A typical start sequenceis indicatedon
Figure 22.
3. Test Results
A total of eight tests were conductedat a nominal mixture
ratio of 5.5, a nominalchamber pressureof 20.4 atm, and with fuel film
coolant flow rates ranging from 34.5_ to 18.4_ of the total fuel flow.]
Steady state wall temperaturesare listedon Table Ill. The overall test
conditionsand measured performanceare listedon Table IV. The throat
and nozzle exit wall temperaturedata are plottedon Figures23 and 24.
Testingwas initiatedat a 35% fuel film coolingrate in
Test I06. The measuredchamberwall temperatureswere at or very near
steady state at the end of this 9 second test. Wall temperaturesand
performancewere both higher than anticipated. In addition,a significant
circumferentia]wall temperaturedistributionwas observed. Throat
temperaturesranged from 618°K (625°F) in row C to 819°K (lOl4°F)in row
D. The wall temperatureat the nozzle exit ranged from 783°K (949°F)to
I032°K (1398°F).
For the next firing, Test 108, the durationwas increased
to 10 seconds and the film cooling flow rate was reducedto 30%. Similar
wall temperaturedata were obtainedexcept that the measured temperatures
were closer to the prcdictions. After Test 108, narrow axial streakswere
apparent on the nozzle in 4 locations. Thase streaks correlatedwith the
damaged regions of the injectionsleeve. The most severe of thesewas
instrumentedat the nozzle exit and designatedrow E. Figure 25 shows that
the I0 second test durationwas sufficientto produce thermal steady
state. This durationwas maintainedfor the next 4 tests (lll, 114, 115,
116).
In Test 111, the film cooling rate was reduced to 27_.
The row [ temperaturemeasurementwas more than 165°K (300°F)higher than
otllermeasurementsat the same axial position. Additionalrow E thermo-
coupleswere installedprior to the next test, Test 114, which was conducted
with 24_;film cooling. At this condition,all measured throat and nozzle
temperaturesexcept row E were below the predictions. Similar data were
subsequentlyobtainedat a 22% film cooling rate in Test 115.
IThe fuel film coolant flow rate is definedas the percentageof the total
fuel flow rate injectedas film coolant.
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V, A, PerformanceVerificationTests (cont.)
The nominalconditionsof Test ll5 were repeated in Test
If6. Prior to Test ll6, additionalthermoc_upleswere installedon the
other visiblestreaks at the nozzleexit. The data from these added
thermocouplesverifiedthat row E was the maximum temperaturelocation.
Two tests were conductedwith a film cooling rate less than
20% - Test ll7 at 19.7% and Test ll8 at 18.4%. These testswere run with
short durations (2-3 seconds)to precludeany hardware damage due to high
temperaturessince no backup hardwarewas available for the life verification
test series. Steady state wall temperatureswere estimatedfrom the Test ll7
and If8 transientdata using the Test ll6 steady state and transientdata
as indicatedon Figure 26. The estimated steady state temperaturesare
believedto be accuratewithin + IO°K.
i
These eight performanceverificationtestsyielded the
desiredexperimentalrelationshipsbetween performance,chamberwall tempera-
ture, and film coolant flow rate which were subsequentlyused to establish
the operatingconditionsfor the life verificationtest series which is
discussedin the followin_section.
B. LIFE VERIFICATIONTESTS
I. Test Objec.tives
The objectiveof the life verificationtests was to demon-
strate the life potentialof a thrusterduring a series of 1200 full
thrust steady state cycles at a single film coolant flow rate and at 5.5
overall02/H2 mixture ratio and 20.4 atm chamber pressure.
2. Testin_ Approach --\i
The life verificationtests were conductedfor a duration \
ranging from l.O to 0.4 seconds. All tests were sufficientlylong enough
to produce a full thermal strain cycle in the throat region. The throat
regionwas cooled to ambient temperaturebetween firings by utilizinga
film coolant lag at shutdownand by flowinga gaseous nitrogen purge
through the film coolingcircuit for about 30 seconds.
3. Test Results
A total of 1220 test firingsof the APS Thrust Chamber - e
Assemblywere conductedduring the Life VerificationTest Series. The I "
nominal performancelevel ranged from 430 to 432 seconds.2 A photograph Y
of the engine operatingafter over 1200 of the firings has been made is
shown as Figure 27 (Test 151).
_'Basedon ambient temperaturepropellantsand 40/I nozzle.
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V, B, Life VeriLficationTests (cont.)
The nominaltest conditionswere as follows:
° 02/H2 Mixture Ratio : 5.5
Chamber Pressure = 20.4 atm
Fuel Film Coolant = 19.5% to 21.5% of the
Flow Rate total H2 Flow Rate
The actual test conditionsare summariedon Table V.
The initial 19.5% nominal film coolant flow rate correspmlds
to a performancelevelof 432 seconds,j this flow rate was selectedby
evaluatingwall temperaturedata from the performanceverificationtests
on the basis of the pre-teststructuresanalysisresults. The evaluation
yielded the predictionof cycle life vs film coolant flow rate indicated
on Table VI. The criticalwall temperaturewith regard to cycle life was
TE4 (Row E at the throat).
Since it was required to denmnstrate1200 thermal strain
cycles, it was determinedthat the operatingconditionfor the life veri-
ficationtests should be chosen so that the calculatedcycle life is at
least 5000 cycles. The differencebetween 5000 cycles and 1200 cycles
accounts for cycle life data scatter (factorof 4 on 1200 cycles) and the
previoustest historyof the S/N 6 APS film cooled chamber (4% of film
cooled chamber life used). The cycle life calcualtedfor the 19.5%
flow rate was 7000 cycles. This is somewhathigher than was requiredbut
in view of the very steep decrease in cycle life and moderate increasein
performancewith coolant flow rate, the 19.5% conditionwas chosen as a
safe operatingpoint.
The initial test durationof 1.0 secm_dswas chosen some-
what arbitrarilyand is in excess of the minimum duration requiredto pro-
duce maximum strain during each firing. The thermal strain is proportional
to the AT through the chamberwall. Figure 28 shows that when an instan-
taneousconvectiveLoundarycondition is assumed this AT maximizesin
about 0.I seconds. Figure 7.1 of Reference_ also shows that this corres-
ponds to the time at which maximum stress occurs. Considerationof the
start transientperiod indicatesthat about 0.15 sec test duration is suffi-
cient to yield a full thermalstrain cycle at the throat.
During previoustestingat ALRC and NASA-Lewiswith overall
• O/F = 4, the copper sleeve throughwhich the hydrogen film coolant is injected
had been damaged. Several small cracks had developedin the sleeve at the
_Based on ambient temperaturepropellantsand 40/I nozzle.
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TABLE v
SUMNARY OF LIFE VERIFICATION TEST CONDITIONS _i
TEST SERIES IK B6 - 629 - XXX 7
Total
Test Pc rtrlng Thern_al Thermal
119-126 5.51-5.fl7 300-313 _g.4-2D.2 1.0 I/7-11/77 9 9 Sequence checkout tests (T,,st Nu.
119,|22, 123, 125,126)
127 5.3J-5.42 3OO-3OB 1q.4-19.5 l.O ]/11/77 37 46
12B 5.2-5.56 ?95-309 19.4 1.0 1/11/77 6 52
129 5.4-5.58 301-311 19.5-19.8 1.0 1/11/77 30 82
130 5.47-5.63 301-309 19.3-19.7 1.0 1/11/77 S() 132 Cu Sleeve Cracks enlarged, Cu Ernqton at Row
F and Cu depnsited on Hayne_ I_A wall
131 5.44-5.6 301-308 19.2-19.5 1.0 1111/77 20 152 Cu tro_lon, Surface Crack in Hayne_ Wall
where Cu delmslted (Row F)
132 5.4 298-302 19.1-1q.5 l.O 1/13/17 S 157 Nor_lal Tenperatures Measured m Reqion
of Surface Crack
A
133 5.31-5.41 309-314 20.2-20.6 1.0 I/I_/77 20 177 Increased '_ FFC and Reduced FFC Valve
Open_nq Time fr_n 70 ms to 35 oils
134 5.26-5.52 305-313 20.6-21 7 l.O 1/18/77 45 222
135 5.42-5.56 302-309 ZI.3-21.5 1.0 1/18177 5N ?72 Cu Crack Eroded at 345 ''
I
136 5.4-5.65 306-315 21.1-21.9 1.0 1/18/77 5N J22 Cu Cracks Eroded at Row F, 345 °, 310" Ii
137 5.39-5.57 301-312 21.3-21.9 1.0 1/18/77 40 362 Small _ounts ot Cu Eroslon (Row F, 310 _)
138 5.4-5.57 303-312 21.I-21.7 1.0 1/21/77 SO 412 Cu [_eposits on Haynes Wall at Row F,345_,310 °
139 5.31-5.55 30_-312 20.R-21.7 1.0 1/21/77 72 4fl4 Shutdnwn Due to Threat Frnsmn at 34_'
(Stre,IF Visihh, in Ixh_ust)
14l) t, Z4-5.4'_ ?ql,-1{}4 ,'1.4-,'I b () % 1/74/77 _(1 rjt4 Re(hlll.l_ It",f {)llralion, Ihr,b,ll Itlv, lim _,H,,
Redu_ ed
141 5.37-5.43 295-3NI 21.6-21.B 0.4 1/24/71 r_ 584 Throat L_()_lon Rate _ma11 (34q) Small _"
Alnounts of Cu Erosion (Row I, 145 °, II0 °)
142 5.31-5.45 297-305 21,3-21.6 0.4 1/25/77 50 634
J143 5,27o5.41 296-300 21.3-21.5 0.4 1/25/77 50 684
144 5.27-5.52 301-306 20,9-21 7 O 4 1/25/77 50 734 l
145 5.33-5._,1 303-307 21 2-21 6 0,4 1/25/77 5_ 784 I
146 5.40-5.54 302-310 21.?-21.6 0.4 1/25/77 100 8B4 |
\14/ _.41-5.53 ?99-304 21 5-21 9 0.4 I/,_/71 50 9_4148,_'5.46-5.6D 296-_06 21.3-21.B 0.4 I/_6/77 5(' 984M9 5.46-5.56 298-30_{ 21.,I-21.q 0 4 I/2b '7l 100 I0_4,#iSO 5._1-5.5_ 299-30q 21.4-21.7 0.4 1/26/71 116 ','O0
ISl0 5.36-5._4 298-302 21.5-21.7 0.4 I/2H177 2N 1290
152
ORIGI_NAL PAGE I> t
01_"_-OOR.QUALITY
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TABLE VI
CYCLE LIFE PREDICTIONSBASED ON ROW E MEASURED
WALL TEMPERATURES
Q
O/F = 5.5, 02/H2
Pc = 20.41 atm.
(3) (4)(I) (2) Nominal
% FFC TE4, OK (OF) Nf, cycles Is , sec TE6, OK (OF)
21.5 1189 r1680) 1.7 x 105 430 1350 (1970)
20.5 1228 (1750) 45,000 431 1372 (2010)
19.5 1272 (1830) 7,000 432 1394 (2050)
18.5 1311 (1900) 8VO 433.5 1422 (2100) ,,
NOTES: (I) From Figure23 plot of test data _ ,
(2) New Chamber Assumed i
(3) Ambient TemperaturePropellants _ ,
40/i NozzleArea Ratio _i
(4) From Figure24 plot of test _ata '_ \(10 hr i% creep limit = 2160 F : 1455°K) \i
i
)
I
i
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Twg : Gas-Side Wall Temperature
_wb = Back-Side Wall TemperatureTaw = Adiabatic all e perature !
T;, = Initial Temperature I
i' I
l
hg = .0026 Btu/in2-sec = 0.00038 Kw/cm2
,i
t = .045" : 0. II cm
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V, B, Life VerificationTests (cont.)
i coolant injectionpoint. This damage worsened during the course of the
life verificationtest series and, ds a result, the film coolant flow rate
_ was increasedfrom the initial vaiue of 19.5% to 21.5% and the firing dura-
•il tion was decreasedfrom l.O sec to 0.4 sec. Even with this change in test
_i _ conditionsthe chamberexperienceda full thermal strain cycle on each
1 firing, so that the cycle life demonstrationren_inedvalid.
!
!_ 4. TestingNarrative
!i The life verificationtests are summarizedon Table V.
Durlng the initialfirings (Tests I19-126),the test :_equencewas finalized
and the chamber was thermallycycled 9 times. It was found that the throat
regionwall could be cooled to ambient temper ture between firings by
utilizinga 0.5 second hydrogen film coolant lag at shutdownfollowedby a
30 sec gaseous nitrogenpurge in the film coolant circuit. The nitrogen
purge pressurewas 19.7 atm.
In the next 4 tests (Tests 127-130)the number of
chamber tnerh_lstrain cycles was increasedto 132. During these
firings,the existingcracks in the copper injectionsleeve visibly en-
larged both in length and width. After Test 13O, the cracks, which were
originallyless than 0.6 cm long, extended from the tip of the injection
sleeve to about 2.5 cm upstream. Erosionof the copper sleeve had
occurredin the crack situatedat Row F (65° circumferentialposition-
see Figure5) and some of the c_pper had depositedon the film cooled
chamber wall about 1.3 cm downstreamof the film coolant injectionpoint.
After Test 131 (152 thermal strain cycle_), a small
surface crack was found in the Haynes 188 film cooled chamber wall in
the area where the copper depositionhad been found. Additionalthermo-
coupleswere installedinRg_.___-_._-v_c_i-nd_y_Fthe crack prior to the
next testt.....Da-t_-,C_Fom-t-henext 5 firings, Test 132, showed that _o unusual
......ten,._era_reexisted in the area of this surface crack. It was concluded
...........that the surfacecrack in the film cooled chamber wall was related to
liquidmetal (copper)corrosion. In subsequenttests,copper deposits
were removedwith sandpaperwhenever they were found. Before proceeding
to Test 133, the nominal film coolant flow rate was increasedfrom 19.5%
to 21.5% and the opening time of the film coolant valve was decreased
. from 70 ms to 35 ms. These two steps were taken in an attempt to minimize
futureadditionaldamage to the film coolant sleeve. In addition, the insu-
lation behind the surfacecrack was removed so that the backsidewall
• could be observed during the test for evidenceof burn througi1.
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V, B, Life VerificationTests (cont.)
-i During the next 5 tests, Tests 134-138,the engine was
fired 240 times aed the total number of thermalstrain cycles was increased
to 412. As the testing proceeded,additionalerosion of the copper sleeve
_i occurred in the crack at Row F and in two cracks in the general vicinity
'i,_ of Row E. As shown on Figure 4, Row E was locatedat 320". The additional
( copper erosion occurredat 345° and 310°. New "hot streaks"were evident
_ on the film cooled chamber downstreamof these two eroded cracks. There '
! was no indicationthat this erosion influencedwall temperaturesalong Row E.
Erosion of the Haynes 188 throat occurred directlydownstream
' of the eroded copper crack located at 345° during Test 139. The test was
I terminatedafter 72 firingswhen a bright streakwas noticed in the nozzle
, i exhaust. The erosiondid not penetrate through the throatwall. Insulation
in the eroded area was removed for visual monitoringduring future tests.
I,
,i The firingdurationwas reduced to 0.5 seconds for Test 140
i) and the engine was fired 50 times. No unusual exhaust streakswere seen.
.!i The throaterosion continuedbut at a much lower rate.
_ A durationof 0.4 secondswas utilized for the 50 firings
i of lest 141 (634 total cycles). This durationreduced tileamount of throat
and copper sleeve erosion to acceptablelevels. Figure28 shows that this
durationwas also sufficientto produce a full thermal cycle at the chamber
throat.
F
i. The test serieswas completedusing the C.4 seccnd dura-
' tion. A total of 1220 thermalstrain cycleswere applied to the chamber
,+
: and no evidenceof thermal fatiguecracking in the film cooled chamber was
_ ever observed. Neither the surface crack at Row F or the throat erosion
'i at 345° propagatedthrough the wall. A post-testphotoqraphof the chamber
: throat region is shown OTlFigure 29.
!i C. PERFORMANCEDATA ANALYSIS AND CORRELATION
i l. Post-TestAnalysisand Correlation
The scope of the performancedata analysisand correlation
! work which was done is outlinedon Figure 30. Table IV containsa detailed
J performancesunwnaryfor each of the performanceverificationtests. Test
•I operatirJgconditions,measure performance,flowrates,thrust,and other
j performanceparametersare listed.The measured performancevalues are plotted as a function
of film coolant flow rate on Figure 31. The actual test data are shown as
open circles. The half-shadedcircles shown are the test data adjusted to
50
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Figure 29. Post-Test Photograph of the Chamber Throat Region After
Completion b. the Life Verification Test Series
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PERFORMANCE DATA ANALYSIS AND CORRELATION
l
MEASURED Is-FFC DATA
£ : 4.43/1
FIGURE 31, TABLE IV
CALCULATE INDIVIDUAL LOSSES
FOR EACH TEST
E = 4.4311
KL, BLL, DL, FCL
TABLE IV, FIGURE 33
DETERMINE EXPERIMENTAL ERL AND ERE ERE @ £ = 4.43/I
( = 4.43/I
TABLE IV, FIGURE 32
I CALCULATE EXPERIMENTAL E POINTS
( = 4.43/I AND 40/I m
FIGURE 32 _ r
.
_t
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£ = 4.43/I t
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FIGURE 32
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,! TABLE IV TABLE VII
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!J! TABLE IV, FIGURE 34 FIGURE 31, FIGURE 34 ,
r
Figure 30. Pertormance Data Analysis Approach
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V, C, PerformanceData Analysisand Correlation(cont.) !
I
L
a nominalambient temperature(300°K)and the nominal 5.50 02/H2 miKture I
ratio. The data adjustmentconsistedof adding or subtractingdifferences i •
in ODK performanceevaluatedat the nominaland actual test conditions.
operatingpoint" performanceis listed as Isp, nom on IThis "nominal
Table IV. In calculatingIsp, nom it was assumed that boundary layer,
divergence,film cooling and energy release losses remain constantfor
the small changes in overallmixture ratio and inlet temperature.
The measuredperformanceis higher than the pre-test
predictionbecause the energy releaseefficiencyof the Modified I injec-
tor did not increase,as predictedin the pre-testanalysis,when the core
mixture ratio increased. The energy releaseefficiencyvalues determined
from the test data are plotted as a functionof core mixture ratio (main _ ,
injector'O/F) on Figure 32. The experimentalERE was virtuallyconstantat
99.14%_ .25% over the entire ranged test conditions.
The pre-testERE prediction,also plotted on Figure 32,
was based on an evaluationof the 40/I ERE data availableat the start of
this program. The disagreementbetween the experimentalERE values
measuredwith _ = 4,43/I and the _ = 40/I data is evidenceof the fact
that ERE is not a sufficientlygeneral parameterfor characterizinginjec-
tor performancewith differentarea ratio nozzles. Previou"work at ALRC ,
(Ref. 4) has shown that the mixing efficiencyEm describedin Appendix C
providesa more general characterizationof injectorperformancefor fixed
injectormixture ratio but variablenozzle area ratio conditions.
l
The Em values calculatedfrom the test data and ERE _
values for a 40/I engine which were calculatedusing the Em model a
also plottedon Figure 31. The 40/I ERE values are in reasonablea_ree-
ment with the pretest ERE predictionwhich was based on the 40/I data
obtainedin _he APS and ITA programs.
In calculatingthe experimentalERE values, it was
necessaryto analyticallyevaluate the performancelosses due to kinetics,
boundarylayer effects,divergence,and film cooling. This was done
using the methodologyof the pre-testanalysis (AppendixC) and the
various loss componentsare listedon Table IV.
The One DimensionalEquilibrium(ODE)and Kinetic (ODK)
specificimpulseswere determinedat the tested overall engine mixture 1
ratios. The oxygen and hydrogen inlet temperaturesranged from 267°K
to 286°K (480°R to 515°R) and the ODE/ODK test perfornlanceaccount for
the appropriatepropellantenthalpy corrections. The proceduresfor I _1'i
definingthe test nozzle kinetic loss (KL) and boundarylayer loss (BLL) ',
are identicalto those used in the pre-testanalysis.
J
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V, C, PerformanceData Analysisand Correlation(cont.)
I The divergenceloss estimatedduring the pre-testanalysis
for the 30% FFC case was generalizedto other film cooling flow rated by
using the followingrelationshipwhich followsfrom EquationC-2 of
AppendixC. o
DL
I-Delivered : a constant (5)
sp
The testswere conductedwith a Rao nozzle which was originallycontoured
for E = 40/I and subsequentlytruncatedto _ = 4.43/I. This accounts for
the large nozzle divergenceperformanceloss (CDL) listed in Table IV
for the sea level test condition.
The film-coolingloss (FCL)was calculatedusing the
HOCOOL model and the posttestentrainmentfractioncorrelationdescribed
in AppendixC. The film-coolingloss is plotted as a functionof film
coolant flow rate and area ratio on Figure 33 The post-testFCL values
are higher than initiallypredicted in the 10-20% FFC range because the
experimentalentrainmentfractionswere less than predicted(less film
coolantmixing, lowerwall temperatures).
The experimentalperformancedata were extrapolatedto a
40/I area ratio nozzle conditionby utilizingthe ERE values calculated
from the Em model and by re-evaluatingeach of the other loss components
for a 40/I configuration. The pertinentparametersare listed on Table IV
and the extrapolateddata points are plottedon Figure 34. These extrapo-
lated data compare reasonablywell with the pretest prediction.
A parametricanalysisof delivered performanceas a func-
tion of film cooling percentagewas made using the curves faired through
the ERE data on Figure 31 and the results are listed on Table VII and
plotted on Figures31 and 34. The curves pl_tted representthe posttest
performancecorrelationsfor the plug cluster engine operatingwith 4.43/I
and 40/I area ratio nozzles at an engine O/F = 5.5 with 300°K propellants.
Typically,these correlationspass through the middle of the test data
and predicta slightlylower performancein the 0 - 20% FFC range than I
was predictedoriginally, i
2. EnergyRelease Efficiency !
Figure 31 shows the experimentallymeasured ERE, which _.
was obtainedwith the truncatedsea level nozzle, as a function of the
core mixture ratio. Also shown in Figure 31 is the inferred test value
of Em which correlatesthe test sea level ERE. Increasingcore O/F _
,
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(:! , V, C, PerformanceData Analysisand Correlation(cont.)
r
-i decreasesthe fuel to oxidizer injectionmomentum ratio which decreases
' the fuel stream penetrationinto the oxidizerjet of the n_dified "I" trip-
_et injectionelement (see Figure 18). The test data show that thisJ
_'_i._ degradesmixing efficiencyat higher O/F. Despite this, the sea leve'b
t .i ERE remains nearly constantdue to the offsettingeffect of n_re linear
_i Isp vs O/F at highermixture ratios. When the experi,nentalEn,values are
. used to calculate_-= 40/I vacuum ERE, however, it does decrease fron.99":,
•! ERE at (O/F)= 7 to _8'_',ERE at (O/F) = 9 which is the trendwhich was pre-
dictedduring the pre-testanalysis.
Althoughthe test data _,howsthat the ERE of the Modified
I I injectordecreasesat high mixture ratio, no redesignof the injector -_
I is necessaryfor plug cluster applicationswith 300°K propellantsbecause
_'- _ no significantdecreaseoccurs in the range of core O/F required (- 7.0).
,ii
J _:I D. WALL TEMPERATUREDATA CORRELATION
-I
I I. CorrelationApproachThe adiabaticwall temperaturecorrelationapproach is
indicatedon Figure 35. The data, listed on Table Ill, were correlatedin
terms of the ALRC entrainn_ntmodel describedin Reference3. The ALRC
entrainmentfilm coolingnw)delis basicallya two stream tube mixing
model as illustratedin Figure 36. Core gases or combustiongases
emanatingfrom the main propellantinjectorare consideredto be entrained
by and to mix with film coolant gases which have been injectedonto ti'-
chamberwall, The mixing is assun_d to occur in an annularmixing la:,
adjacentto the th;'ustchamberwall. This mixing layer comprisesone of
the stream tubes. The other stream tube is the central flow regionwhere I-_
the unmixedccre gases are located. The rate at which core gases are _'
entrainedinto the mixing layer is defined iY_terms of an entrainment i
fraction,k, as follows:
Entrai°ed' /A ialFlow t
Core Gas
Core G s _ -- k \_Mass Flux_/ (6) iMass Flux/
The k values are model inputs and appropriatevalues for design calcula- _,
,! tionsare determinedfrom test data. Equation6 definesa bulk mixing I'
processbetween the core gas _,ndfilm coolant gas. The effects of enthalpy
aridconcentrationprofilesthrough the mixing layer are accountedfor in
' the ALRC entrainnw_ntn_del by the use of a profile shape factor whicl_
relatesbulk mixing layer conditionsto adiabaticwall conditions.
_0
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V, D, Wall TemperatureData Correlation(cont.) '_
IThe generalanalysis approach followedin the ALRC entrain-
vent nw)delis as follows: (I) the total entrainedcore gas flow rate
• between the coolant injectionpoint and the point of interestis calculated
by integrationof Equation6, (2) the film cooling effectivenessis cal- :.:7-
culated using previouslyestablishedcorrelationsbetween the ratio of en- _.,','
trained flow rate to injectedcoolant flow rate and effectiveness,(3) adia- _i
batic wall temperatureand gas compositionat the wall are calculatedusing _:
appropriateeffectivenessdefinitions.
2. EntrainmentFraction Data
The entrainmentfractionscalculateddirectlyfrom the ,,.
Table Ill wall temperaturesa_: listed on Table VIII. The parameter
listed is k/ko which is the entrainmentfraction k, divided by a re.*erence _
entrainmentfraction,ko, calculatedfrom the correlationdeveloped from
flatplatelab data (Referenceq). The k/ko parameterwas utilizedto ",
correlateentrainmentfractiondata in Reference3. The equationwi_ich ::
defines ko is shown on Figure B-4 in Appendix B.
In examiningthe data, it was found that the Row E k
values were consistentlyhigher than the other data due to the "streaking"
which occurred as a resultof the dan:agedfilm coolant sleeve. Consequently,
the Row E data were not consideredin establishingpost-testentrainment
fractioncorrelations. #
Entrainmentfractionsindicatedby the other prime data l_
Rows (A, B, C, dnd D) qenerallya!lreedwithin + 25'_,.This is consistent 0
withtheCOltlbti_tionEffectsdata (Reference3) and probably representative |:
of the variatlonwhlch ('anhe expected in a real rocket enqine. The prlor
coolant damage had distorte,lthe circumferentialf!Iincool,tiltdistribution
somewhat, and this is l_.-obahly why _ome row_ were consistently hotter th_n _._
others. It was assunw,d t l,at the circumferential average o.f tl_e Row A, B,
C, and D entrainment Fract,on adeluate]y describes the t,verall coolant/
ore ._]a_mixing in the engine te_ted. Consequently, the entrainment
fraction_ correlated were the circuluferential average values whiclq are
listed on Table IX. Tills is the same approach used in the Combustion
Effects data analysis (Reference 3).
• In order to slmplify the data evaluationand the st,bsequent
analysis, it was decided to correlate the overall subsonic region data, and
the ow'rall supersonic re(lion data, rather than attempt correlatinq an
• axial distribution of k w,thin the Lest enqlne. The _uhsonic re(lion is
bounded by the in,iection point and the nozzle throat (The1_11ocoupleNo. 4).
The supersonic region is bounded by the thpoat and Thermocouple No. 6.
_3
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V, D, Wall TemperatureData Correlation(cont.)
An accelerationeffect was now assumed in reducing the
data as it was in the CombustionEffectsanalysis. This allows the data
to indicatedirectlyany effectsof core gas flow acceleration. Examina-
tion of the Table VIII data revealsthat there were some very significant
accelerationeffects upstreamof the throat as the k value between the
injectionpoint and ThermocoupleNo. 2 was consistentlyhigher than the
k between Thermocouples2 and 4. An accelerationeffect correlationwas
developedfrom these data and it is discussedin Section V.D.5.
3. SubsonicReqion EntrainmentFractionCorrelation
Four correlatingparameterswere consideredfor correlating
the subsonic region entrainmentfraction: injectionvelocity ratio,
Uc/Ue, density ratio, pc/_e, injectionmass flux ratio, pcUc/_,eUe,and
injectionmomentum flux ratio, pcpc2/peUe2. The velocityratio has historically
been used to characterizefilm coolingat ALRC (Reference3). The results
of other studies have been characterizedin terms of the injectionmass
flux ratio (ReferencelO), hence the density ratio influenceis also per-
tinent. In the ReferenceII work, the momentum flux ratio was found to
have a significanteffect on the mixing of cold gas jets injectednormally
into a hot confined crossflow.
In establishinga data correlation,both the Plug Cluster
Programdata and APS data were consideredsince they were obtainedwith
identicalhardwareand some of the APS data were obtained with cold pro-
pellants. The first attempt at correlatingthe subsonic region entrainment
fractionconsistedof plotting the k/ko parameteras a tunctionof the
four correlatingparametersconsidered. The results are shown on Figure37.
None of these plots provideda precisecorrelation;however, the nzassflux
ratio did yield a reasonablegroupingfor the two sets of data.
The data are plotted in a similarway on Figure 38 except
that the absolutevalue of entrainmentfraction,k, is plotted insteadof
the normalizedratio k/ko. Comparisonof Figures37 and 38 indicated
that use of the parameterko wasnoL conclusiveto the establishmentof a
correlation,therei'ore,it was not consideredany further. It is not
necessaryto normal:zek since it is by definitiona dimensionlessparameter.
None of the Figure 3,Iplots provide a good correlationof both sets of
data; however,the velocity ratio does providean adequatecorrelationfor
the two individualset_ of data.
It was found that if the so called lip effect, identified
in the Reference3 progrcmwere accounted for, the APS and Plug Cluster
Programdata grouped togeLherreasonablywe',]and satisfactorycorrelations
were obtained by plotting k/Flip vs velocity ratio and mass flux ratio
-as shown on Figure 39.
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V, D, Wall Temperature Data Correlation (cont.)
The Flip factor accounts for turbulent mixing caused by
the wake of the injection slot. In the Reference 3 tests, the lip effect
. was noticeable for about 3 cm downstream of the injection slot. Use of
the Combustion Effects Program data for Fli_ on Figure 39 is justified
because the subsonicregionwas about 3 cm mong and the slot lip thickness
was about the same as in the combustioneffects tests. Larger Flip factors _
are probablyappropriateif the lip thicknessis greater than about .05 cm. iEven when lip effects are accountedfor there is still some separationbetween the APS and the Plug Cluster Programdata. This could be due to
core mixture effectswhich were also found to be significantin the
Reference3 work and which probablyrelate to the free stream turbulence
level of the core combustiongases. The design of the ALRC premix injec-
tor is such that low O/F values are conduciveto high free stream tur- '_
bulence levels (see Figure 12). ._
The velocity ratio correlationshown on Figure 39 was
consideredmost convenientof the two shown and was utilized in the i
post-testanalysesdescribedin Section VI. The predictionfrom the
HOCOOL computermodel and the Figure 39 velocityratio correlationcom-
pares very well with the data as shown on Figure 40. Both the Figure 3B i _
correlationsare recommendedfor futurework; however, it should be
noted that these graphs include the effects of accelerationfor the speci- _
fic geometry tested. Analysis of other geometries should include a /
specificevaluationof accelerationeffects using the correlationof '
Section V.D,5. or some other suitablecorrelation. _
4. SupersonicRegion EntrainmentFractionCorrelation _ "
The correlationof the supersonicregion entrainment _
fractiondata paralleledthe subsonicdata correlation. The supersonic
data are plotted as a functionof velocity ratio,mass flux ratio, and
momentum flux ratio on Figure41. The conclusionsdrawn from Figure41 i
are: i
a. The Flip factordoes not group the supersonicdata
as well as the subsonicdata. This is not surprising
since the supersonicregicn is beyond the 3 cm dis-
tance where lip effects disappearin the Combustion
Effectsdata (top graph).
i b. As inthesubsonic case, the parameterko does notaid in correlatingth data (see graph f k and
k/ko vs uc/ue).
c. The velocityratio provides reasonablecorrelations
of the individualsets of data but the two sets
do not correlatevery well.
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d. The mass flux ratio providesthe best correlationof _
both sets of entrainmentfraction data, although there lis still some separationbetween th,_two sets as noted
for the subsonicregion. This is possiblyrelated to
the differencein core gas O/F.
e. The momentum flux ratio did not correlatethe data as
well as mass flux ratio.
The mass flux ratio correlationsdrawn on Figure41 were
chosen for use inthe post-testanalysisdiscussedin Section VI. Pre-
dictionsfor the thermocouple6 locationgeneratedusing the PCMD sub-
sonic correlationof Figure39 and the PCMD supersoniccorrelationof
Figure41 comparedwell with the test data as shown on Fig,ire42. The
_:_ure41 correlationsare for the averageentrainmentfractionin the
A/At = l.O to 4.0 region of the APS/ITA nozzle. For higheY area ratios,
only APS data are available. These data also correlatewith mass flux
ratio as shown on Figure_,l, The Figure43 correlationswere also used
for the post-testanalysis.
5. AccelerationEffects
The effect of core gas accelerationon the entrainment
fractionis the subsonicregion of a converging-divergingnozzle was
investigatedduring the Hydrogen Film Cooling Investigation(Reference13)
using heated nitrogencure gas. The data were correlatedwith the ,'
followingequation:
-m 2m -m t
where: _iko = entrainmentfraction
PeUe = core gas mass flux adjacentto mixing layer
r = nozzle radius
= (PeUe)2D/(PeUe)iD, accounts for two dimensi_nalflow
effects
Subscripti: refersto the injectionpoint
m = 0.65 (see Figure 34 of keference13)
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V, D, Wail TemperatureData Correlations(cont.)
Equation 7 predicts that the entrainmentfractiondecreases
as the core gas accelerdtes.
The rocket engine data obtained during the Combustion
EffectsProgram indicatedthat the reductionin k caused by core gas
accelerationsmay be greater than predictedwith m = 0.65. The magnitude
of the accelerationeffects in the CombustlonEffectsdata is difficult
to determinebecause it is necessaryto separateaccelerationeffects
from turningeffects. This is not _he case with the APS and Plug Cluster
Modu]e data becausethe film coolant was injectedthrough a conical injec-
tion sleeve and therewas no wall turn until very nearthenozzle throat.
Analysis of the data from this programand the APS pro-
gram shows that core gas accelerationeffects are indeed greater than
predictedwith m = 0.65 and that m = 1.6 providesa good correlation
of the data. The m = 1.6 va]ue was obtalned by comparingthe average
entralnmentfractionsof the two subsonic regionswhich were instrumented
as shown on the two upper qraphs of Figure44. The lower graph on
Figure44 chows that m = 1.6 also agreeswith a parametricevaluationof the
Plug Cluster Programdata to determinethe value of m which makes km,
defined below (Equation23 of Reference3), equal in both subsonic
regions.
= k I '
k F-"eUe--I-m (8)
,'
Equation7 with m = 1.6 is thereforerecon_endedfor evaluatingaccelera- I
tion effects in film cooled rocket engines \VI. POST-TESTANALYSIS
The objectiveof the post-testanalysisw_s to evaluate the perfor-
mance potentialof an ITA type thrusteroperatingwith 02/H2 propellants
at 5.5 overallmlxture ratio and 20.4 arm (300 psia) chamber pressure. It
was assumed that the engine must be capable of 1200 firings,and that the
total operationlife is lO hours. Based on the findingsof the pretest
analyticalwork, the foliowing"ground rules"were adopted for the _ost-
test analysis:
I. APS injectionsleeve design (lowerentrainmentfractionstnan
with the ITA sleeve design).
2. Haynes 188 chamberwith constantwal] thickness.
3. Variable in._ectionpoint location (currentlocation is 3.18 cm
upstreamof the throat).
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VI, Post-lestAnalysis
Ambient temperatureoxygen/hydrogenpropellantswere generallyassumed;
however,the effect of reduced film coolant temperatureon coolant require-
meritswas evaluated.
A. POST-TESTSTRUCTURESANALYSIS
I. Film Cooled Chamber
The cycle life capabilityand creep strength of the film
cooled chamberwere evaluatedas a functionof Haynes 188 wall thickness
and wall temperature. The analyticalproceduresof the pretestanalysis
were used except that the cycle life analysiswas modified slightlyas
explainedin the followingtwo paragraphs. |
The pretest cycle life analysiswas performedassuming I
that the maximum thermal stress occurs at the maximumwall temperature. IThis is a very conservativeassumptionfor a film cooled adiabaticwall
chamber. Figure 29 shows that the maximum _T through the chamberwall
occursearly in the wall h_ting transientwhen the wall temperatureis
still relativelylow. Using Figure 7.1 of Reference5 it can be shown
that the thermals.ress is also a maximum at the same time that AT is
a maximum. This effect was accounted for in the post-testanalysis by
evaluatingcertain analysisparametersat the surface temperaturecorres-
pondingto maximum themal stress rather than _t the adiabaticwall tempera-
ture. The parametersso evaluatedare: E and _ in Equation l; Ftu in
Equation2; _ in Equation3; and Ftu, E, and RA in Equation4. The gas-
side sJrface temperatureat maximum thermalstress is shown as a function t
of wall thicknessand recoverytemperaturein Figure45. Cycle life vs _'
straincurves for I!_ynes188 calculatedfrom Equation4 and used in the
post-testanalysisare shown on Figure46. These curves were adjusted
during the post-testanalysisusing the propertiesdata in Reference12.
\One additionalmodificationto the cyclp life analysiswas made to account for creep damage effects. This wa_ done using
Miner's rule (Ref.6) as indicatedin Equation9.
Nf = [Nf from Equation 4] (I - _R] (9)
where:
Nf = cycle life
t = total cumulative operating life, hours
SR = stress rupture time, hours (Figure 21)
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VI, A, Post-TestStructuresAnalysis (cont.)I,
, Creep da_ge effects were found to be significantonly at temperatures
greater than 1300°K. This is shown on Figure 47 where cycle life resultsfrom the pretest and post-testanalysisare compared.
i Creep limitswere defined as described in Section IV.C. •
• and by assumingthat the stress levels due to internalpressureare inversely
proportionalto the chamberwall thickness. Stress levels for the ITA
configuration(tw = .081 cm) were previouslyevaluatedand are tabulatedbelow.
i Chamber Location Stress, MN/m2 (psi)
e
Throat 48.3 (7000)
Nozzle (Maximum 8.96 (1300)
Temperature
'I Region)
i
._ The post-teststructuresanalysis results are summarizedon
Figure 48 where the wall thicknessrequirementsbased on cycle life and
creep requirementsare plotted as a functionof steady state wall tempera-
ture. Curve l shows maximum allowablethroat wall thicknessfor a nominal
cycle life of 4800 cycles. This is consideredto be an appropriatedesign
cycle life for an engine which must be fired 1200 times. Curve la is
shown for comparisonand indicatesthat a significantlythickerwall is
allowableif the design cycle life is 1200 cycles.
Curve 2 of Figure48 shows the minimum throat wall
thickness dictated by the requirement of I_ creep during the desired t
I0 hour operating life. Slightly lower wall thicknesses are allowable
for a 5 hour operatinglife as shown by Curve 2a.
Curves l and 2 define the optimum chamber throatwall
thicknesssince by choosinga design point near their intersectionthe \allowablethroat wall temperatureis a maximum. As a result, the throatfilm coolant requirementsand the correspondingcooling performanceloss •
are minimized. The followingdesign point was chosen based on the I
Figure43 results:
_Jallthickness= 178 _ .025 cm (.070_ .010 in.) i
• Throat AdiabaticWall T erature : 1340°K (1950°F)
Curve 3 on Figure4}_depicts the minimum nozzle wall
thicknessrequiredto maintain I% or les_ creep over a lO hour operating
life at the nozzlemaximum temperatureregion (4 to II cm downstreamof
the throat). The effect of operating life is small as shown by the 5
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IV, A, StructuresAnalysis (cont.)
hour results,Curve 3a. For the nominal designwall thicknessrdng_, the
I% creep limit is not achieved until the nozzle temperatureapproaches
1480°K (2200°F). This is consideredto close to the 1575 - 1600°K
" (2375 - 2425°F)melting range of Haynes 188 for rocket engi,_eapplications
where local circumferentialvariationsin wall temperaturegenerallyoccur.
A design limit of 1420°K (2100°F)was chosen for the post-testdesign
analysissummarizedin Section VI.B.
Figure48 does not provide the completestory in e,_gine
operatinglimits because the wall temperaturein the nozzle is generally
not equal to the wall temperatureat the throat. For practicalpurposes,
the throat wall temperatureis equal to the throat adiabaticwall tempera-
ture. The adiabaticwall temperaturein the criticalnozzle region is
generallyhigher than at the throat, but the nozzle is cooled by thermal
radiationthrough the nozzle exit and consequentlythe nozzle wall
temperatureis less than the local adiabaticwall temperature. Therefore,
in order to define the film cooled chambercooling requirements,it is
necessaryto evaluate two film cooling requirements: one dictatedby
throat cycle life and creep, and the other dictatedby maximum nozzle
wall temperature. The cycle life of the injectionsleevemust also be
consideredin order to fully evaluateengine cooling requirements. These
three cooling requirementswere evaluatedin the performancepotential
evaluationdiscussedin Section VI.D.
2. InjectionSleeve
i The cycle life of the injectionsleeve was evaluated
4 using the empiricalequation listed below which has been found to approxi-
mate finite elementmodel results reasonablywell.
A, T = K _ AT + t:p (lO)
where:
._T -- Max. temperaturegradientacross wall
.,\_
= Total strain
T
K = Empiricalgeometricconstant = 2.0
,_ = Coefficientof thermal expansion
, : Strain due to pressure stressP
• The calculatedtotal strain was related to cycle life using the data plotted
on Figure 49 for zirconiumcopper (Reference14) and Nickel 200 (Reference2).
Nickel LO0 was consideredas an alternatesleeve material because it can
operate at higher _enlperaturesthan copper.
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Vl, A, StructuresAnalysis (cont.)
Temperaturegradie.._valueswere determinedusing the 2-
dimensionalconductionnetworksketchedon Figure 50. The cycle life
• resultsare summarizedin Figure 51 as a func"on of film coolant flow
rate and AZ the axial distance from the injectionpoint to the throat
(the existing ITA injectionpoint is 3.18 cm upstreamof the throat).
These results show that the desirablesafety factor of 4.0 on the
Yequiredengine life of 1200 cycles (i.e., d_sign cycle life uf 4800
cycles)can be achievedat the exlsting injectionpoint (Az = 3.18 cm)
but not at positionscloser to the throat. The negative slope of the
Nickel 200 curves are caused by the increasein cycle life with temperature
indicatedby the Reference2 data.
B. POST-TESTHEAT TRANSFERANALYSIS
The first step in the pos_-testheat transferanalysisconsisted
of thermalanalyses to determinethroat adiabaticwall temperature,film
coolant injectionsleeve temperature,and maximum nozzle wall temperature
as a functionof film coolant flow rate. The results of these thermal
analysesare plottedon Figures 52, 53 and 54.
Figure 52 shows the sleeve, throat,and nozzle temperatures
•: for the O/F = 5.5, Pc = 20.4 atm operatingconditionwhen the film
coolant injectionQoint varies from 3.18 to 1.91 cm upstream of the nozzle
throat. Zirconiumcopper and Nickel-200injectionsleeveswere considered.
All wall te_Iperaturesdecreasewith increasedcoolant flowrate. Moving i
the injectionpoint from the existing location (3.18 cm) toward the throat
decreases the throatand nozzle temperaturesdue to the reducedcoolant
mixing, but the sleeve temperatureincreasesdue to the higher heat fluxes \in the throat region. The nickel sleeve runs hotter than the Zr-Cu sleevebecauseof then_lalconductivityeffects.
The effect of enginemixture ratio on engine wall temperature
is susmnarizedon Figure 53. It was found that increasingmixture ratio
increased Lhe throat and nozzle temperaturebecauseof the reduced total
fuel flowrate. The sleeve temperdturedecreasesslightlyas mixture ratio
is increasedbecause the slee,: heat flux decreased.
The effect of hydrogenfilm soolant temperatureon engine
temperatureswas found to be relativelysmall. This is shown on Figure54
which _hows results obtainedassuming film coolant hydrogen inlet tempera-
tures ranging from 83 to 300°K. The temperatureof the main injector
• propellantswas assumed constantat 300°K in this analysis.
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Vl, Post-Test Analysis (cont.)
C. FILM-COOLING-PERFORMANCELOSS
° An additionalresultobtained during the post-test film cooling
analysiswas the film cooling performanceloss which is plattedon Figures
33 and 55. Figure55 shows that the loss increasessignificantlyas film
coolant flow rate and mixture ratio are increased, The differencein per-
formancepotpntialat the overall and core mixture ratios increasesas the
. overallmixture ratio is increasedand this causes the predictedO/F effect,
Performancedecreaseswith increasedcooling because the mixing layer per-
for_lanceis relativelylow. It was also found that the loss increasesslightly
as the coolant injectionpoint is _1_vedtoward the throat (less mixing in
the subsonicregion),
The predictedeffect of nozzle area ratio on film-cooling-
perfonllap,ce loss is illustratedon Figure56. The IIOCO01.film-cooling-
loss model predicts that the film-coolinq-losscan be decreased by utilizing
a l_rgearea ratio nozzle. For example° the loss predictedfor a 200/I
"1 nozzle with 15'_,film cooliml is 3 seconds less than the 40/I nozzle loss.
i] This effect is predictedbe('auseof the _hape of the perl'ormancevs OIF
curve as illustratedon Fiqure57. As the area ratio increases,the per-
fov_anceat (O/F)coreincreasesmore than the perfomance at (_-/-F.
I The variationsin mixinu la_er performancewith (O/F)ML i_ a secondI order effect because the mixinq layer performancecnntMbutlon is rela-t
i tively _mall. lest.sto experimentallyevaluate this predictedarea ratio
effect are re(onm_ended.
I;, LIFE VS PERFORMANCERELATIONSHIP
Tile perFormam_,ep_t.enlial of the ,_,i'S/ITA en(line ,I,, a plug
cluster_L_oduleengine operatlnqwith 4011 nozzle area rat.ioand with ambient
temperature propellant,, wax evaluated usinq tile post-te_t l_erformance
correl,_tion(Fi(lure3,1_;the post-testheat transferanalv_i_ resultsof
Figure._'_;',!_,]and h.1;and tilepo._t-teststructuresanalysisresults
shown on Fi_,lure,,4 'Iand !_I.
[i_]ure h:_ shows tile I ire vs performance characievisl ic
of the film cooled _:hamber e(lionwhich was obtained by comblning the heat i :
transfer,perfon_ance,and structuresresults. Throat.cycle life is
plottedas a functionof deliveredperfovmlancefor chamberwall thicknesses
of .121and ..'!_4cm (.0'_and ,Of in.). Resultsare sh_wn fo_"three film
coolant _n,iecti_mpoints: 3.1}_,:m(.125 in,), 2,54 cm (l.O in.), and l,gl cm
• (.75 in.) upstreamof the throat.
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Vl, D, Life Vs Performance_eiationship(cont.)
The general cha'acteristicevent in the curves plottedon
Figure58 is that the cycl, life decreasesas the performanceincreases.
• This results from the fact that the performancecan be increasedonly by
decreasingthe film coolan_ flowrateand hence increasingthe tnroat wall
temperature. As the perfc,rmance increases,the slope of Nf vs Is even-
tually becomesvery steep until the curve becomesalmost vertical. This
is a result of the creep damage effect predictedby Equation9,
Moving the injectionpoint toward the throat has the effect
of increasingperformancefor a given throat cycle life. This is predicted,
despite the fact that the film-cooling-lossfor a given flow rate increases
as the injectionpoint i_ moved downstream,becausea significantlylower
coolant flow rate is required to produce a given throat wall temperature,
Performancelimits'imposedby maximum nozzle temperatureand
creep strengthat the throatare also shown owlFigure5B. The throat
creep limit occurs at about the point where the Nf-Is curves becomes
very steep, This is an undesirablere_ion from the standpointof cycle
life because it is difficult to predict,thereforethe throat creep limit
is generallysatisfiedby avoidingthe steep region of the NF-Is curve.
The 1420K (2100"F)maximum nozzle temperaturelimits performance
by about I-2 secondsmore than ti_ethroat creep limit. Increasingthe
allowabletemperatureto 14_OK (2200°F)has a relativelysmall effect,
I/2 - l sec, and is not recolm_nded. For the Nf = 4800 requirementof the
plug cluster engine, the nozzle temperatureis the limitingfactor in
aln_st all of the cases consideredon Figure 58. Both nozzle temperature
and throat cycle life are limitingfactors in one of the cases (.254 cm
, wall, 3.18 cnlinjectionpoint).
[. ENGINEDESIGNOPTIONS
'I
: Engine design options derived from the post-testthermal,
ii structures,and perforn_nceanalysis are listed on Table X. A total of
ten differentdesign and operatingconditioncases are listed, Design
i variablesconsideredare: film coolant injectionpoint location,and film
coolant injectionsleevematerial. Operatinflconditionvariablescon-
sidered are: enginemixture ratio and propellantfilm coolant temperature.
. Two film coolant flowrate requirementsare listed,one based on the throat
cycle life and creep and tileother based on a maximum nozzle temperatureof
1420"K (2100"F). The nozzle temperaturewas the limitingcondition in
. each case. Temperatureand cycle life of the injectionsleeve are also
shown because the sleeve operatinglimitsmust also be evaluated.
Case I of Table X is the existing ITA enginen_dified to
include the APS injectionsleeve and a .178cm (.07P in.) chamberwail.
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VI, E, Engine Design Options (cont.)
The film coolant is injected3.]8 cm (1.2S in.) upstreamof the thro;_t
and the injectionsleeve materiaa is zirconiumcopper. This configu,ation
is recommendedfor a p]ug cluster enginewhich operatesat O/F = 5.5 that
must be capableof 1200 firings. A 15._% fuel film cooling requirementis
indicated. The predicted40/I specificimpulse performancewith ambient
temperaturepropellantsis 436 seconds.
The possibilityof increasingthe engine performanceby
extendingthe injectionsleeve so that the film coolant is injectedcloser
to the throat was evaluatedand the results are summarizedas Cases 2 through
5. The coolant injectionpoint is 0.64 cm (I/4 in.) closer to the throat
for the Case 2 and Case 3 design. A total of 13.3_ of the fuel flowrate
is required for film cooling, The specificimpulsewith a 40/I nozzle and
ambient temperaturepropellantsis one second higher (437 sec) because the
film cooling flowrateis lower. The Case 2 design has a zirconiumcopper
sleeve. The 960°K (1270°F)sleeve temperaturecalculatedfor Case 2 is
consideredexcessiveand this design is not recommended. The Case 3
Jesign has a Ni 200 sleeve that operates at I145°K (1600°F)which is
acceptable. The estimatedcycle life of the Ni - 200 sleeve is 3200
cycles. Case 3 is not recommended for a design which must be fired 1200
times because the safety factor on cycle life is less than 4. Case 3 does
representa higher performancedesign option if the number of required
engine firings is reduced to 800.
In the Cases 4 and 5 designs,the coolant injectionis another
0.64 cm (I/4 in.) closer to the throat. This reduces the film cooling
requirementto 11.4% and the 40/1 ambienttemperatureperformanceis another
second higher (438 sec). The injectionsleeve temperaturescalculatedare
a]so higher because of the reduced coolant flow rate and the higher heat
flux. A 1090°K (1500°F)temperaturewas calculatedfor the Zr-Cu design
and a 1290°K (1870°F)temperaturewas calculatedfor the Ni - 200 design.
This configurationis not recomended because of excessivesleeve temper-
atures.
The effect of engine O/F is illustral;edby Cases 6 and 7 which
compare to Case I. At O/F = 4 (Case 6), 12.7% oi'the fuel is requiredas
a film coolant and the 40/I ambient temperatureperformanceincreasesto
449 sec. A maximum temperatureof 1200°Fand cycle life of 4900 cycles
was calculatedfor the Zr-Cu injectionsleeve. This is an adequate cycle
life and a marginallyacceptablesleeve temperature. A NI-200 sleeve cou]d
also be used; however, this case was not analyzed. At an O/F of 7.0, the
performanceis much lower (398 sec) and the film coolant requirementis
20.4%. The sleeve temperature_s very low due to the lower heat flux,
thereforethe performanceat O/F = 7.0 can probablybe improvedby extending
the sleeve closer to the throat. This case was not analyzed. The film
100
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iVI, E, Engine Design Options (cont.)
cooling flow rate and performancevs O/F characteristicobtainedfor the
existingcoolant injectionpoint is shown on Figure 59. Perfomance
analysisdetails are listed on Table XI.
In Cases B and 9 of Table IX, the effect of fil,ncoolant tempera-
ture on fi_m cooling requirementswas evaluated. It was found that reducing
the film coolant temperaturefrom 300°K to 167°K reduced the cooling requlre-
n_nt fYom 15.5',v to 14.7%. A further reductionin coolant temperatureto 83_K
reducedthe coolant requirementto 14.2_.
VII. CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS
The low pressure,film cooled rocket engine design concept developed
during two previousALRC programswas re-evaluatedfor applicationas a
module for a plug cluster engine capableof perfo_lingspace shuttle OTV
missions. The nominalengine _:dxtureratio was 5 5 and the engine life
requirementswere; 1200 {hermalcycles, I0 hours total operatinglife.
The programconsistedof pretest analysis;engine tests, performedusing
residualcomponents;and post-testanalysis. The followingconclusions
and reco_nendationsare based on the experimentaland analyticalresults
obtained.
I. The film cooled APS/ITA thru._.erconceptcan be utilized in a
slightlymodifiedconfigurationas a _dule for a plug cluster rocket
engine which cperatesat a 5.5 oxygen/hydrogenmixture ratio and has the
followingengtne life requirE_ents: 1200 thermal cycles, lO hours total
operatingtime. The specific !repulseperformancepredictedfor this n_di-
fiEd ITA engine is 436 secondsbased on a 40/I nozzle and 300"K propellants.
The nominal film coolant fluw requir,_nw_ntis 15.6::.of the total Fuel flow-
rate.
?. The ir_:dificaLionsrecommendedfo,"the ITA engines are: (1) increase
the wall thicknessof the film cooled chamber from .I14 + .013cm to
0.178 + .025 cm, and (2) change the injectionsleeee design to the APS con-
figuratlon. This recon_lendedsleeve design change consistsof reducing the
numberof injectionchannelsfror'160 t,)120 and increasingthe size of the
square injectionchannels from .0/6 cm (.03 in.) to .I0 cm (.04 in.).
3. The durabilityof the APS/ITA conceptwas demonstratedin a
life w,rificationtest series in which a used APS engine was fired 1220
ti!11esat O/F - 5.5, Pc : 20.4 atm, and with 19.5'_to 21.5",,fuel film
coolincl.Lath test compriseda maximum the_lal strain cycle fcr the
critical throat region. These testingconditionscorrespondto a nominal
performancerange of 430-432 seconds (40/I nozzle, 300°K propellant_).
Testin(1at lower coolant rates was not possiblebecause nf damage which had
occurredduringtheprevious 16,310 firingsof this enqine at a nominal
OIF-- 1.0.
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Figure 59. Film Cooling Requirementsand DeliveredPerformancevs Engine O/F
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VII, Conclusions and Recommendations (cont.)
4, The energy releaseefficiencyof the ITA injectordid not
( decreaseover the rangeofpracticaloperatingconditionswith constant
_L_ overall O/F = 5.5. Therefore,it is concludedthat injectorredesign is
_ not necessary;however,this conclusionis based on operationwith 300°K "
propellantsand should be re-evaluatedfor other propellanttemperatures.
_I!si 5. The post-testperformanceand entrainmentfraction correlations
establishedfrom the performanceverificationtests can be used to
evaluatedesign conceptsfor operationat O/F = 5.5.
6. Accelerationeffects reduced the entrainmentfractionsignifi-
cantly more than indicatedby a correlationbased on data obtainedwithheated nitrogencore gas. This means that there was less film coolant/
core gas mixing than predictedwith the previouscorrelation.
\
• \
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, 1PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FIL-ME_
ENGLISHLETTERS
|
_LL = Boundary layer performanceloss
Cg = Heat transfercorrelationcoefficient
c* = Characteristicvelocity
D = Diameter
DL = CDL = Performanceloss due to nozzle divergence
E = Modulusof elasticity
ERE = Energy release efficiency
ERL = Performanceloss due to imperfectenergy release
Em = Mixing efficiency
f(Uc/Ue) = Velocityratio function (Figure7 of Ref. 3)
FCL = FFCL= (AIs)FC= Film-Cooling-PerformanceLoss
FFC = %FFC= Percent of the total fuel flow rate injectedas film coolant
Ftu = Ultimatetensile strength
H = Enthalpy
h = Gas-sideheat transfercoefficient
g
Isp = SpecificImpulse
K = Empiricalconstant
k = Entrainmentfractionand thermal conductivity
k° = Referenceentrainmentfraction from Ref. 9 (definedon
FigureB-4)
km = Entrainmentfractionmultiplierdefined by Eq. 8
ksub = Subsonic regionentrainmentfraction
ksuper = Supersonicregion entrainmentfraction
KL = Performanceloss due to Kineticseffects
m = Accelerationeffect exponent (Eq. 7)
MW = Molecularweight
• Nf = Design cycle life (safetyfactor not included)
O/F = Oxygen hydrogenmixture ratio
• _ = Overall engine mixture ratio
Pc = Chamber pressure
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:*I ENGLISH LETTERS (cont.)
Pr = PrandtlNumber
RA = Reductionin area
r = Radius
SR = Time requiredfor stress rupture failure
t = Engine total operatinglife
tw = Wall thickness
Taw = Adiabaticwall temperature
Ti = Initialtemperature
Tf = Fuel (H2) temperature
Tox = Oxidizer (02) temperature
Tref = Referencetemperature
T® = Core gas free stream temperature
T = Equivalenttemperaturedefined on Figure 24
Twg = Gas-side_lalltemperature
AT = Temperaturedifference
Uc/Ue = Coo]ant-to-coregas velocityratio at injectionpoint
PcUc/PeUe= Coolant-to-core-gasmass flux ratio
PcUc2/PeUe2= Coolant-to-core-gasmomentum flux ratio
Az = Axial distance upstreamfrom the nozzle throat to the film
coolant injectionpoint
GREEK LETTERS
.,_ ,_ = Coefficientof thermal expansion
!
I! _ = Biot Number = h_tw/kw
= Nozzle area ratio
Vp : Strain due to pressurestress
tT=AE T = Total strain
nDL = Nozzle efficiency
nm = Em = _lixingEfficiency
_,g : Viscosityof combustiongas
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GREEK LETTERS (cpnt.)
o
v = Poisson'sratio
Pc = Densityof injectedcoolant
" Pe : Densityof core gas at injectionpoint
oa = Alternatingstress component
Oeq = Equivalentstress
om = Mean stress
OPress = Pressurestress
@ = (pu)2D/(ou)ID= 2 Dimensionalflow factor
SUBSCRIPTS
ave : Average value
aw : Adiabaticwall
c : Coolantat injectionpoint
e : Core gas at coolant injectionpoint
i : initialor injectionpoint conditior_
ODE : One-dimensional-equilibrium
ODK : One-dimensional-Kinetic
vac : Vacuum back pressurecondition
w : Wall condition
_, : Core gas or free stream
Ill
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APPENDIXB
HEAT TRANSFERANALYSIS DETAILS
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PRECEDING P£GE B/2ANK NOT FILMED
I. DUMP COOLED INJECTIONSLEEVE
" Gas-side heat transfercoefficientswere calculatedusing the
Bartz type equation listed on Figure B-l. The Cg factorswere determined
from two data sources: (I) the Cg vs axial position data shown on
- Figure Vii-32 of ReferenceI, and (2) the Cg vs O/F data reportedfor a
p_'emixtype injectorin Reference4 (convergentnozzle region, tests 135,
136 and 137). The Cg vs O/F relationshipsused are indicatedby the
solid curves on FigureB-I. Coolant side heat transfercoefficientswere
calculatedfrom the Taylnr correlation(Ref. 15) except that the CL correla-
tion coefficientswas increased13% to correlatebacksidewall temperature
predictionswith APS test data as indicatedon Figure B-2. This correc-
tion is consideredto account for channel roughnesseffects which are
difficultto predictand not accountedfor in the Taylor correlation.
II. FILM COOLED CHAMBER
The film cooled chamber is defined as the region downstreamof
the film coolant injectionpoint. The first step in establishingthe
film cooled regionmodel was to utilize the entrainmentfractions
reportedfor a specificAPS test to predict adiabaticwalI temperatures
for that test. The entrainmentfraction,k, characterizesthe rate of
filJ_coolant and core gas mixing in a mixing layer adjacent to the
chamberwall. It has a strong influenceon the wall temperaturedis-
tributiondownstreamof the film coolant injectionpoint (Ref. 3). The
predictedTaw values are comparedto Referencel data on Figure B-3.
It was necessary to reduce the supersonicregion entrainmentfractions
by 5% to account for minor changes incorporatedinto the supersonic
model during the Reference6 program.
Step two consistedof establishinga generalizedcorrelationof all
the entrainmentfractiondata reportedin Reference1 for the particular
injectorand chamber combinationwhich was test fired on this program.
These data are listedon Table B-I.
Axial distributionsof the APS entrainmentfractiondata are
shown on Figure B-4. The test velocity ratio, Uc/Ue, ranged from 0.37
to 0.97 and the hydrogentemperatureranged from 200 to 540°R. The dis-
tributionsin the subsonic region are similar to the CombustionEffects
data (Ref. 3) and are relativelyconstant (within+ 25%) with velocity
ratio. Immediatelydownstreamof the throat, a significantvelocity
. ratio effect is evident. Higher entrainmentfractions(highermixing
rates) are indicated_or the higher velocity ratio tests. This indi-
cates that a higher mixing layer momentum promoted penetrationof the
. core gases by ehe mixing layer in the divergentthroat turn. The uc/ue
effect in the first supersonicregion (0.69 cm downstreamof the nozzle
throat),vascorrelatedby curve fitting the data. This curve fit was
also used for the other supersonicregionsbecause it yielded a suffi-
cient approximationof the data.
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FigureB-I. Gas-SideHeat TransferCoefficientModel
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OFHC Cu Sleeve
TWG3 _// Parameter Value
a-_-T ' " iTwG2 a .064 cm (.025")/ // b 0.I cm (04") "'
/ c 0.II cm (.045")
TWL2
d .034 cm (.0135")
e .05 cm (.02")
b i TWG3 672K (749F)
TWG2 684K (771F)
TWL3 639K (691F)
Haynes 188 TWL2 666K (739F)
I Outer Wall TINT 598K (616F)
c I I
I TBS 567K (560F)
l 'I hL Factor 1.13
RESULTSFOR APS TEST 04-012
i
65O - 7O0 B
600-
600 Measured Outer Wall
= Temperature,APS Tesc
o_ _ 04-012 (24.2%FFC)
550 - _ riNT
500
Average of TINT , TBS
I
• 500 - I.13 TB5 '
400 I l I ,,I
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hL Factor
DETERMINATIONOF hL FACTOR
IFigureB-2. Correlationof RegenerativelyCooled InjectionSleeve Model 117
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I II, Film Cooled Chamber (cont.)
o
The APS entrainmentfractiondata were generalizedin the following
manner:
o
APS Subsonic Region: _ =
k/k G uc -
- 0.36 + 0.96 --. (B-2)
APS SupersonicRegion: ___(k--/ko)ave Ue
,m where: (k/ko)ave = a functionof axial position per Table B-I|
ko = entrainmentfraction for _lane unacceleratedflow,
defined on Figure B+4.
AgreementbetweenAPS test 04-012 wall temperaturedata and predictions
obtainedusing the APS entrainmentfractioncorrelationis good. This
is shown on Figure B-3.
The film cooling sleeve design on the ITA chamber differs from
the APS deslgn in that: (I) the number of coolant channelswas increased
from 120 to 160, (2) the total film coolant injectionflow area was
decreasedby 25%, (3) the size of the square individualcoolant channels
was decreasedfrom .I02 cm to .076 cm, and (4) the sleevematerial was
changed from OFHC copper to Zr-Cu. The smaller,higher velocity ITA
film coolant streams apparentlypromotedmixing in the subsonicregion
because the measured ITA throatwall temperaturesare significantly _
higher than predictedusing the APS entrainmentfractioncorrelation.
This is demonstratedon Figure B-5 which comparesthe predictionsto data
fr_n ITA Test -046. The APS supersonicmixing characteristicis not
evident in these ITA wall temperaturedata. In order to obtain a satis-
factorypredictionof the ITA Test -046 subsonicwall ter?graturedata,
it was necessaryto increasethe subsonicAPS k values by 50%. The
average APS supersonick valuesyielded a satisfactorypredictionfor
the ITA nozzle wall temperatures. Consequently,for ITA chamber analyses
the follow_ngentrainmentfractionswere used:
ITA SubsonicRegion: _o 1.5 (B-.3)' ave
ve *k = k (B-,;), ITA SupersonicRegion:
where: (k/ko)ave = a functionof axial positionper Table B-I.
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I. PRETEST PERFORMANCEANALYSIS
A. THEORETICALPERFORMANCEPOTENTIAL
TheoreticalOne DimensionalEquilibrium(ODE) performance
data for characteristCcexhaust velocity (C*) and vacuum specific
impulse (Isp)were calculatedusing the JANNAF-recommendedTDK Computer
Program describedin Reference16. Nozzle exit area ratlos of 40/I
and 4.43/I were consideredand the resultsare shown on Figures C-I
through C-3. Ambient temperaturepropellants(300°K)were assumed. The
hydrogenwas assumed chemicallypure but the oxygen was assumed to
include trace quantitiesof argon and nitrogendiluents.
The effect of propellantinlet temperatureon theoretical
ODE specificimpulse is shown on Figure C-4. Note that the temperature
incluenceat O/F = 5.5 is less than at O/F = 4. This occurs because
the reactantenthalpy is primarilydeterminedby the fuel rather than the
oxidizer due to much higher hydrogen heat capacity. If the fuel and
oxidizer inlet temperaturesare unequal, Figure C-4 defines an equivalent
enthalpy-weightedinlet temperature,T. FigureC-4only accountsfor the
differencein theoreticalODE performanceand does not account for the
energy releaseefficiencyvariationswith inlet temperaturewhich can
occur with a specific injectordesign.
B. NOZZLE PERFORMANCE
Kinetic Loss (K.L)- lhe influenceof nozzle kineticson
performanceis illustratedon FiguresC-2 and C-3. The One Dimensional
Kinetic (ODK)performancesshown were obtained using the kinetic reaction
rate recentlyrecommendedin Reference 17. The new reactionrates
resulted in 0.7 to 0.9 sec higher ODK performancepredictionsthan were
assumed in Referencesl and 2. These new reactionrates had no impact
on ODE performancepredictionsand a negligibleeffect on theoretical
C* performance.
DivergenceLoss (DL) - The nozzle DL was evaluatedby
analyzingthe ITA (c = 40:I')Rao nozzle contour with the Ideal Gas
expansionoption of the Reference16 TDK Computer Program. An altitude
(c = 40) divergenceefficiency_nDL) of .9896was predicted.
The thrust chamber testedon this program has a similar Rao
, contourexcept that it is truncatedat _ = 4.43 and has a local nozzle
divergencehalf-anDleof 30.8 degrees. Due to its highly non-optimum
expansionangle, its divergenceperformanceis reduced to .9067. This
large divergencelo_s must be accou:_edfor in interpretingthe sea level
performanceend extrapolatingto the altitude engine. The ratio of two
dimensionalexit pressure to ambient pressurepredictedwas 0.93.
For the pre-testanalysis,a typical DL was calculatedfor the
20% FFC case and the DL absolute value was assumed constantwith % FFC.
The calculated loss was obtained from the followingequation.
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I, B, Nozzle Perfomance (cont.)
DL --(l - nDL) [(Isp)ODE - KL - BLL - FCL - ERL] (C-l) "
1 - nDL ( (C-2)
- nDL Isp Delivered)
i
Boundary Layer Loss (BLL) - The nozzle BLL was evaluated
using the simplifiedBoundaryLayer Chart methodologydescribedin
AppendixB of Reference18. Resultsof the parametricBLL analysis are
summarizedon Table C-I for both altitude (c = 40) and sea level (c = 4.43)
nozzlesand for O/F = 4.0, 5.5, and 6.0. A range of wall temperatureto
gas temperature(TWTS) ratio from 0.2 to l.O are includedwith an assumed :_'
nominalTWTS ratio of 0.8. The influenceof both high and low chamber
pressuresof 500 psia and lO0 psia respectivelyare includedas well as
the nominalPc = 300 psia. The predictedBLL are 6.5 sec and 2.0 sec i_ <
for the altitude and sea level nozzles, respectively. The BLL loss was f
assumedconstantwith film coolant flow rate.
C. FUEL FILM COOLING PERFORMANCELOSS (FCL)
The fuel film cooling loss was evaluatedwith the HOCOOL com- _
puter programand is shown on Figure C-5. The loss values calculatedare
based on the APS and ITA entrainmentfractioncorrelationsdescribed in
AppendixB. ,'_
D. CORE INJECTORPERFORMANCE I.
The injectorutilized on this program is the Modified I
Premix-Triplettype design developedon the Reference l and 2 programs.
The performanceof the blodifiedI designwas experimentallyevaluated in |:
both the APS and ITA programs.
The APS performancedata (Ref. l) is generallygood, i.e.,
it is self-consistent,it appe,lrsreasonablein comparisonwith analytical
predictions,and is consideredto be generallyaccurate Its limitation
is that its primary objectivewas to screen a multitudeof injector types
and chambercooling techniquesand thus has insuffficientdata to
t statisticallycharacterizethe Modified "I" Tripletinjectorat O/F : 5.5.
I The main objectiveof the ITA Program (Ref. 2) was to demon- •
strate engine durabilityrather than perforl;klnce.Althoughmuch statis-
tical data is available,wide data scatter exists and absoluteper-
i foni_nceaccuracy is questionable.
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DRIG AL PAOE
OF POOR QUALITY
I, D, Core Injector Performance {cont.)
Subsequent to the design of the Modified "I" Triplet Injector,
References3 and 4 establishedempiricallycalibratedanalyticalmodels
• which provided valuablephysicalinsight into qas/gas combustionperformance
and mixing/coolingprocesses. Thus the approach taken to extrapolate
the existingengine operatingcharacteristicsat O/F = 4.0 to Q/F =
5.5 was to use analyticalmodels to identifyimportantengine desi¢,n _ /
parametersand their characteristiceffects,and to use the statistical ,_I
data (recognizingits possibleinaccuracies)to calibratethe model (
results. =_
I. AnalyticalGas/Gas Mixing PerformanceModel ,_,
Gaseous injectorenergy release efficiencywas evaluated _
wiKh the analyticalmixing model contained in the Design Handbookportion _: _.
of Reference4. The Modified "I" (Pre-Mix)Tripletwas parametrically
analyzedto evaluate the effects of core mixture ratio variation,chamber li
pressurevariation,and propellantinlet temperaturevariationupon the L _
mixing efficiencyEm which can be used to predict ERE. The primary L_ :
resultsare summarizedon Table C-Ii. This model would have been used
to evaluate injectorelement design changes if the test data had shown
that the ERE of the premix injectorat O/F = 5.5 was low. The data ,
showed that ERE was very satisfactorydt O/F = 5.5, being on the order
of 99%. t
2. Mixture Ratio InfluenceUpon ERE i
The Modified "I" Tripletwas design optimizedat 4.0
engin_ mixt_re ratio because this was the nominal design point on both \the APS and ITA programs. Operatingthis injectorat 5.50/F increasesthe oxidizer to fuel injectionmomentum ratio, thus reducingthe penetra-
tion of the radiallyinward fuel jet into the axially m'ientedoxidizer
jet. This in turn c-m possiblyreduce ERE at nigher mixture ratios as
indicatedby the empiricaldata shown in Figure C-6 which was obtained
from ReferenceI. Part of the wide data scatter shuwn on figure C-6 is
attributableto uncertaintiesin the fuel fi:m cooling loss computedwith
the now obsoleteThermal ExchangeModel. These data might be more con-
sistentif the FCL had been evaluatedwith the HOCC)OLfilm cooling per-
formanceloss model.
O
3. PropellantTnlet TemperatureEffect U__.onERE
, In Reference4 it was shown that experimentalERE for
a 9iven premix injectorelement design is reduced at colder propellant
injectiontemperaturesand the physicalmechanismwas explained. Although
the data is scant, Figure C-7 appears to corroboraLe_i_isanalyticalpre-
diction. Furthermore,its influenceappears greater at higher O/F.
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I, D, Core InjectorPerformance(cont.)
In Figure C-8, the relativeeffects of temperatureand O/F on ERE of the
premix injectorare illustrated. The trend lines and ranges of uncer-
' tainty shown are based on the test data and predictionsfrom the Reference
4 mixing model.
4. Chamber Pressure Influence
The primary influenceof Pc otipredictedperformanceis
due to reducedKinetic Loss (KL) at high Pc. The effect of Pc on ERE
is expected to be second order.
5. Selected Premix InjectorERE Values
Based on the available pre-testdata for Modified "I"
Injector,the followingERE valueswere.chosen for the pretestanalysis
at O/F = 5.5 and Pc = 300 psia operatingconditions. These values were
used for both tile40/I and 4.43/I nozzle predictions
ERE for
ERE for Ambient Cold Propellants
02 and H2
% FFC . (300OK) (139°K H2' 208°K 02)
0 99.6 99.4
lO 99.3 98.7
15 99.1 98.2
20 98.9 97.7
25 98.6 97.2
30 98.2 96.5
E. PRE-TESTENGINE PERFORMANCEPREDICTION
The deliveredengine performancewas estimatedby subtracting
lossesdue to kinetics (KL), nozzle divergence(DL), boundarylayer effects
(BLL), imperfectenergy release (ERL), and film coolihg (FCL) frml the
theoreticalODE performanceat the overall 02/H2 mixture ratio of 5.5.Q
The calculationsperformedfor 20% FFC are summarizedon Table C-Ill. Pre-
dicted effects of film coolant flow rate and temperatureare shown on Figures
• 16 and 17.
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II. INJECTORENERGY RELEASEEFFICIENCY(POST-TESTANALYSIS1
Experimentalenergy release loss (ERL) was determinedby sub-
tracting the kinetic loss, divergenceloss, boundary layer loss, and film
cooling loss from the differencebetween theoreticalIsPODE and delivered
performance. It was determinedthat this combustionloss attributable
to incompleteenergy release correspondedto about a l% Isp loss or a 99% J
ERE over the e_tire range of operatingconditionstested. This measured
ERE, however,was obtainedwith the truncated (E = 4.43) sea level
nozzle and is not necessarilyindicativeof a 40/I area ratio nozzle ERE.
The method and analyticalrationalefor extrapolatingthis ERE to : = 40/1
is describedin the followingparagraphs.
In gas/gas rocket engines, such as the APS and ITA engines, the
propellantsare completelygassifiedprior to injectioninto the combus-
tion chamber. The only physicalmechanism by which gaseous propellant
engines can incur an ERL is due to incompletecombustionenthalpy
releasewhich resultsfrom imperfectmicroscalemixing efficiency.
In order to extrapolatesea level ERE to vacuum nozzle conditions,
it is assumed that primary fuel/oxidizermixing occurs within the sub-
sonic chamber and that supersonicmixing effects are negligible.
Consistentwith this assumption,a two stream tube distributionis
inferredwith one being fuel rich and the other oxidizer rich. An
overallmixing efficienc,parameter(Em) is defined by assuming that the
fuel rich stream tube has an effectivemixture ratio of:
I
(O/F)i = Em x (O/F)_ (C-3) .
Iwhere:
(O/F)i = Fuel rich stream tube mixture ratio,
(O/F)c = Injectorcore mixture ratio,
Em = Mixing efficiency (_ l.O0). \¢
Similarly,it is assumedthat the oxidizer rich stream t,,oemixture ratio
can be characterizedby:
(O/F)j = (O/F)c/Em (C-4)
To satisfymass continuity,it can be shown that the mass fractionof the , I
fuel rich stream tube (Xi) and the oxidizer rich stream tube (Xj) can be
calculatedfrom the followingequations. |
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II, InjectorEnergy Release Efficiency(Post-TestAnalysis) (cont.)
: Em2 (C-B)(O/F)i/(O/F)j
I
Wfi [l + (O/F)i] [l + (O/F)i]
Xi = Wf total [I + (OIF)c]= [I + EmJLl + (O/F)c-'S (C-6)
Xj = l.O - Xi (C-7)
The gaseous injectorERL and ERE are then given, by the following
equations.
ERL = (ISP)core- IXi (Isp)i + Xj (Isp)j] (C-8)
Xi (Isp)i + Xj (Isp)j
ERE = (Isp-)core (C-g)
where:
Isp = ODK performance
Subscripti refers to the fuel rich stream tube
Subscriptj refers to the oxidizer rich stream tube
Subscriptcore refers to the core injectormixture ratio.
Even when given fixed v_lues for (O/F)c and Em, which in turn |
uniquelydeterminethe assumed two stream tube mass and mixture ratio
distribution,the ERL and % ERE will vary as a functionof nozzle expan- \
sion ratiJ because the nozzle recombinationchemistryalters tilerelative \relationshipsbetweenthe fuel rich, uniform core, and oxidizer rich
mixture ratio Isp's. That is, a concavedownward region of Isp vs O/F
will result in lower ERE with the san_ distributionthan another nozzle
exit area ratio which has a more lin_er slope wherein the low performance
stream tube is more nearly offset by the opposite high perfon_lancestream
tube.
iIi!,
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